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Machining of ceramic, semiconductor, and single crystal materials is almost 

always necessary, but is the most damaging, as well as the most expensive , step of 

material production.  In order for there to be continued progress towards more advanced 

materials, more advanced machining techniques are necessary.   

In this study, one such technique that is a derivative of Single Point Diamond 

Turning (SPDT), Micro Laser-Assisted Machining, or Micro-LAM, is examined.  Three 

main thrusts were looking at silicon machined with a load-controlled machine, silicon 

machined with an ultra-high precision machine, and sapphire.  Micro-Raman 

spectroscopy was used to evaluate these materials for residual stress, relative phase 

purity, and relative crystallinity, all of which can be affected negatively by machining 

processes.   

It was found that Micro-LAM produces excellent results.  When the laser power 

was optimized, it allowed for materials with low residual stress, high relative phase purity 

and relative crystallinity, as well as excellent surface finishes.  Furthermore, Micro-LAM 
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was found to be superior to traditional SPDT due to the addition of laser assistance.  

These results are discussed, as well as the impact of changing the machining parameters 

on the resulting material.   
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1. Introduction 

 Ceramics have become one of the most important classes of materials used in 

engineering today.  Ceramics have a wide variety of uses that range from high 

temperature refractories and abrasive materials [1] to piezoelectric materials and laser 

components [2].   

Fabricating solid parts that can meet tight engineering tolerance and surface finish 

requirements is a difficult task.  “Raw” parts almost never meet the engineering 

requirements, and must almost always be subjected to a machining process.  In this 

context machining is the removal of material, usually through a grinding or lapping 

process.  While these processes allow a material to fall within tolerance or achieve a 

desired surface finish, they are also the primary source of damage to a ceramic material 

during production [3].  This damage, often referred to as residual stress, can lead to 

inferior material performance as well as possible early failure.  As such, the residual 

stress left in materials from machining must be better understood.  This understanding 

could potentially lead to machining techniques that impart less stress on a material.  One 

of these techniques is Micro-Laser Assisted Machining, or Micro-LAM.  Micro-LAM 

uses diamond turning with a laser shining through the diamond to thermally soften the 

material.  The combination of these two processes can lead to ductile regime machining, 

which could be beneficial to materials.   

In this study, we examined the stress left on materials from traditional machining 

techniques as well as the Micro-LAM technique with Micro-Raman spectroscopy.  

Raman spectroscopy because it can provide phase and residual stress information on a 

scale smaller than many other techniques while being user-friendly and readily available.  
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By examining how the results of machining techniques, we are developing a greater 

understanding of how stress is imparted on materials, as well as how to optimize 

machining techniques to make for better, more reliable ceramics and semiconductors.   
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2. Background 

2.1. Machining Ceramics 

 After they are formed, ceramics rarely have the shape or surface finish necessary 

for their eventual use, and most do not fall within the necessary tolerance.  Machining is 

the process of removing material so that the ceramic can fall within the parameters.   The 

difficulty is that these processes are the primary source of damage to the ceramic material 

during its production 3 and can account for up to 90% of final product cost [4].   It is 

important to understand the various machining techniques in use so they can be improved 

upon.   

 

a. Grinding 

 Grinding is often one of the first steps to occur after a material is fabricated or 

after it is sawn [5].  In grinding, the abrasive material, such as diamond or cubic boron 

nitride or silicon carbide, is not free flowing but is attached to a “paper or platen” [5].  

The binding for the abrasives is designed to release grains once they have been blunted, 

while being able to resist the wear from the ceramic piece [6].  There are two kinds of 

bonding systems, a single grain layer that only has one layer of abrasive grains attached 

to the wheel through an electroplated nickel bond, and a multi-grain layer that has 

multiple layers of grains attached to the wheel through a metal, resin, or vitreous bond 

[5].  During the grinding process, the platen moves across the sample at 200-1000rpm, 

and it is a relatively fast process since the abrasive grains are large, usually greater than 

40m [7].   
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b. Lapping 

 Lapping is a process used to achieve flat surfaces, and can be thought of as an 

intermediate between grinding and polishing.  Like grinding and polishing, it uses an 

abrasive grit to remove material.  It produces a flat surface and can be used to get a 

material within desired tolerances [8].  The process can take place either with the 

abrasive fixed or the abrasive free in a slurry contacting the piece being machined [7].  

Lapping is performed with smaller grits than grinding, 5-20 m, and at lower speeds [7].  

The end result of the lapping process is generally an “isotropic surface structure” and a 

non-reflective surface [8].   

 

c. Polishing 

 Polishing shares many characteristics with grinding and lapping, but it generally 

ends with a lower surface roughness than the other techniques could provide [8].  

Polishing involves successively smaller grit sizes, each of which scratches the surface of 

the sample.  Each smaller grit removes the scratches left by the larger grit before it, 

replacing them with smaller scratches.  The polishing grits can go down as small as ¼ 

m, and these abrasives are almost always free in a slurry [4].  Unlike grinding and 

lapping, polishing is not used to reduce the size of the material in any significant way, but 

is only used to improve the surface finish of the material [9]. 
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d. Laser Machining 

 Laser machining uses a laser to remove material, or in the case of laser assisted 

machining, assist in the removal of material.  The laser either decomposes the sample 

surface, or melts the sample surface [10].  It has been found that a continuous laser is best 

for a cutting manner of machining [11].  Laser machining has several advantageous 

qualities, in that it is non-contact.  This eliminates usual problems such as tool wear and 

undesirable interactions between the machining tool and the sample being machined [11].   

 Laser assisted machining is when traditional machining processes are assisted by 

a laser.  This technique does not seek to decompose or melt the material, only to heat the 

part of the material being machined, allowing for reduced cutting forces as well as better 

surface finish [11].   

 

e. Ultrasonic Machining 

 In ultrasonic machining, electricity is changed into vibrations through a 

transducer, causing the machining tool to vibrate during machining while an abrasive 

slurry is applied [12].  This slurry is then vibrated, hitting the sample and causing 

“material removal due to microchipping” [12].     The technique can even be used to drill 

multiple holes simultaneously [12] as can be seen in Figure 1, which is useful for cutting 

back on machining time.   
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Figure 2.1:  The tool and finished part from an ultrasonic machining setup capable of 

drilling multiple holes simultaneously.  Figure from [12]. 

 

2.2. Ductile Mode Machining 

a. The Science Behind Ductile Mode Machining 

Recently, ductile mode machining has arisen as a possible alternative to conventional 

machining techniques.  Unlike conventional machining, which causes microcracks in a 

material through brittle fracture as seen in Figure 8, ductile mode machining works by 

creating a ductile phase on the surface of the brittle material, machines more easily.   
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Figure 2.2 from [6]: Ductile mode machining (left) and brittle mode machining (right).  

According to [6], “(1) abrasive grain, (2) ductile removal of chips, (3) metal phase, (4) 

transformed amorphous layer, (5) brittle chips, (6) microcracks.” 

  

Much of the mathematics behind this process are laid out by Bifano, et al. [13] 

and can be understood energetically.  The energy to deform a volume material plastically 

(Ep) can be defined as: 

  (2.1) Ep= σyVp 

Where σy is the yield stress and Vp is the volume of the material being plastically 

deformed.  Similarly, the energy to fracture an area of a material (Ef) is: 

  (2.2) Ef = GAf 

Where G is the Griffith crack propagation parameter and Af is the area being fractured.  It 

is explained that since Af and Vp are both proportional to machining depth, d, specifically 

that Af ~ d3 and Vp ~ d2 then we can express the ratio of the energies as proportional to 

the machining depth  
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  (2.3) 
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
=

𝐸𝑝

𝐸𝑓
∝ 𝑑 

Thus, if the cut is shallow enough, plastic flow may be more energetically favorable than 

fracture.  The depth at which plastic flow becomes energetically unfavorable is known as 

the critical depth, or dc, which is: 

  (2.4) 𝑑𝑐 =  
𝐸𝑅

𝐻2
 

Where R is the fracture energy of the material, H is the hardness and E is the elastic 

modulus.  Since: 

  (2.5) 𝑅 ~ 
𝐾𝑐

2

𝐻
 

Where Kc is the fracture toughness, then:    

(2.6) 𝑑𝑐 ∝ (
𝐸

𝐻
) (

𝐾𝑐

𝐻
)

2

 

As most of these are known quantities for common materials, the critical depth for 

machining with plastic flow can be found.  However, it was found experimentally in 

Bifano’s work that a correction factor of 0.15 gave best results, making it: 

  (2.7) 𝑑𝑐 = 0.15 (
𝐸

𝐻
) (

𝐾𝑐

𝐻
)

2

 

 However, since brittle materials are by definition brittle they do not normally 

behave in a ductile way.  It has been shown that under high compressive and shear 

stresses brittle materials can undergo a high-pressure phase transformation to a metallic 

phase allowing ductile behavior [14].  Aside from depth of cut and applied pressure, the 

ductile to brittle transition is also governed by feed rate and tool geometry (including the 
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cutting edge radius, and the rake angle).  This ductile mode would allow for machining 

without many of the disadvantages associated with conventional machining.   

 Ductile mode machining uses these two phenomena in a way that allows for less 

destructive machining of the material.  By combining high stresses to allow the material 

to be machined in the ductile regime, and high precision to assure that the machining 

occurs at less than the critical depth where ductile flow becomes energetically 

unfavorable, the material can be machined in the ductile mode.    

 

b. Micro-LAM Process 

 The Micro-LAM process is based on the same principles of ductile mode 

machining with several significant differences.  Like ductile mode machining, it relies on 

a brittle to ductile transition to machine the part without the damage associated with 

tradition machining (microcracking, chipping, etc.) [6]. 
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Micro-LAM process (from [15]).  A diamond stylus machines 

the material by creating a ductile phase through high pressure, while a laser shines 

through the stylus onto the material to thermally soften it.   

 The Micro-LAM process (which stands for Micro Laser Assisted Machining) is 

similar to Single Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) but the diamond tip is embedded in an 

epoxy, seen in Figure 10 that is connected to a laser via a 10 m fiber optic cable [15].  

The laser is then shined through the cable to the epoxy and then diamond tip.  This laser 

heats the material being machined, making the brittle to ductile transition occur more 

easily by increased thermal softening and less brittle behavior [16].  This heating of 

course is material specific since different materials absorb different wavelengths different 

amounts.  
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Figure 2.4:  a) Wide view of the ferrule and attached diamond machining tool.  b)  Close-

up of the diamond machining tool.  [15]  

  

Like traditional diamond ductile mode machining, Micro-LAM seeks to eliminate 

the traditional problems associated with machining (brittle fracture, microcracks, and 

large residual stresses).  The Micro-LAM process, by adding laser heating as well, seeks 

to further reduce these undesirable features.  The results so far [17] indicate that the laser 

heating leads to a reduction in hardness of approximately 50%.   

 There has been much progress made on the Micro-LAM technique in recent 

years.  Particularly extensive work has been done on silicon with the Micro-LAM 

technique.  Silicon is an important material that is extensively used in many fields.  In 

almost all scenarios, it requires time consuming machining while exposing it to harsh 

conditions, making it a good candidate for the Micro-LAM process.   

 Many applications of silicon require a highly polished surface to be made from a 

rough, original surface.  In [18] unpolished silicon wafers were subjected to the micro-

lam process.  The Ra was reduced from .85µm to .23µm in one pass of the Micro-LAM 
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tool, a significant improvement.  Furthermore, the Rz is also significantly improved with 

a final value of 2.23 µm from 13.4 µm.  These results were further improved with a 

second pass.  There was however some tool wear during this process, as seen in Figure 

11.  This tool wear could be machined out of the diamond stylus, but it is a factor to 

consider in the implementation of this technique.   

 

Figure 2.5 from [18] Tool bit a) before machining b) after machining c) after machining 

at lower magnification. 

  

 Another study [19] was able to achieve a Ra of 5 nm, which allowed for the 

surface to be more reflective than a conventionally polished silicon wafer.  Polished 

silicon wafers are used in numerous engineering applications, and it has been proposed 

that ductile regime machining like Micro-LAM is a faster machining method [18].  In this 

same study, it was found that with increased cutting rate, the depth of cut is lowered, and 

it was found that increasing the feed/rev size also decreased cutting depths (here, 10, 20, 

and 30 µm feeds were used).   

 Other work has been done on the fundamental processes that are at play during 

the Micro-LAM process.  As seen in Chapter 6, silicon undergoes complex phase 

changes while under pressure and it is important to understand these phase changes 
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during the Micro-LAM process.    It was found that if the conditions for Micro-LAM are 

not optimized, other silicon phases are created during the machining process, as seen in 

Figure 12.   

 

Figure 2.6:  Raman spectra of a) unmachined silicon sample b) machining without laser 

c) machining with laser set at 10W and d) laser set at 45W.  Figure from [20] 

  

It was found [20] that if the silicon is machined by single point diamond turning 

without a laser, or when the laser is set to the wrong parameters, multiple phases are 

created during the high pressure phase transformation.  Here, the phases that are created 

are Si-III, Si-IV and Si-XII, in addition to the original Si-I phase.  The authors postulate 

that the laser anneals the additional phases back to Si-I.   As had been found before, cuts 

with the laser have a better depth of cut than cuts without the laser.  It was also found that 

cuts with the optimized laser power give a better depth of cut than the unoptimized laser 
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power.  Clearly, optimizing the power of the laser is an important part of the Micro-LAM 

process, as it affects both the depth of cut as well as the formation of additional phases.   

Another extensively used ceramic, silicon carbide, has been studied as well.   

Tests were performed on single crystal 4H SiC [17] featuring single point diamond 

turning both with and without the laser, and all other conditions the same.  It was found 

that the scratch with the laser had a depth almost twice that of the scratch without a laser.  

The authors estimate that the laser heated material has a hardness of 13GPa, half the 

original hardness of 26GPa.  Another study on 4H SiC [15] also showed a greater depth 

of cut when a laser was present when both scratches had the same cutting force.  This 

study scratched the samples while simultaneously ramping up the cutting force from 2 to 

70mN.  It found that with the scratch with the laser experiences brittle fracture later in the 

cut, and therefore at a higher force, as can be seen in Figure 13.   

 

Figure 2.7: Scratches performed on 4H SiC with and without laser, and the corresponding 

points of brittle fracture.  Image from [15] 
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 Another extensive study was performed on 3C SiC that had been fabricated by 

CVD [21].  The material was machined in 6 passes, during which the Ra was taken from 

1.23m to 88 nm, which is substantial, and can be seen in Figure 14.   

 

Figure 2.8:  Surface roughness (both Ra and Rz) for the as received material, as well as 

after each pass.  Image from [21]. 

 

 This material was then characterized by Raman spectroscopy and scanning 

acoustic microscopy.  The Raman spectroscopy revealed that post machining there was a 

layer of amorphous material on the surface of the material, a leftover of the brittle to 

ductile transition.  The scanning acoustic microscopy revealed that there were none of the 

classic pitfalls of brittle machining, such as cracking or other damage.   

The machining process was also recently performed on soda lime glass.  Glass is 

notoriously hard to machine, but incredibly useful and ubiquitous.  If the Micro-LAM 
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process could be improve glasses machinability it would be very useful to the glass 

industry, and hopefully allow more complicated shapes to be made.  Multiple scratches 

were performed on soda lime glass, both with and without laser heating, and it was found 

that the laser heating proved beneficial [22].  The laser heating provided greater depths of 

cut (once at very high laser power the material melts and flows back into the scratch, 

causing a lesser depth of cut), and for 50mN and 100 mN loads allows for the cut to be 

completely ductile.  These are all desirable characteristics, showing it as a promising 

technique for machining glass.   

 Micro-LAM has also been performed on quartz in [23] yielding good results.  

Like soda lime glass, quartz is very brittle and difficult to machine using traditional 

techniques.  With the Micro-LAM the Ra and Rz (measurements of surface roughness) 

were significantly lowered, as can be seen in Figure 15.   

 

Figure 2.9: The surface roughness of quartz after the Micro-LAM process (from [23]) 
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This machining showed no brittle behavior but instead behaved in a fully ductile 

manner.  Limited feed marks were found on the material, and the surface roughness was 

found to be appropriate for the quartz to be used for laser applications [23].  The Micro-

LAM process remains a promising method for machining quartz, an important material 

but one that is difficult to machine.   

 

2.3. Stress 

 All of the machining steps mentioned previously are important in the production 

of ceramic and semiconductor materials.  However, they are all harsh processes that can 

be the number one source of damage during material production [3] introducing large 

amounts of stress and strain.  Stress and strain are important materials concepts.  Stress is 

“the intensity of force at a point” or: 

 (2.8) σ=∂F/∂A when ∂A→0  

While over a larger area it is simply defined as  

 (2.9) σ=F/A 

Where F is force and A is area [24].  Engineering strain is defined as  

 (2.10) εE=ΔL/Lo 

Which is essentially the change in length of an object divided by its original length [24].  

The “true” strain of a material is defined as 
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 (2.11) 𝜀
𝑇=∫

𝑑𝐿

𝐿
=ln(

𝐿

𝐿𝑜
)
  [24] 

These quantities of stress and strain are related to another.  When a material is stressed, it 

experiences strain, and vice versa.  The Young’s Modulus, E, of a material relates the 

stress and strain [25].   

 (2.12) 𝜀𝑥𝑥 =
𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐸
 

 As mentioned in the introduction, machining is the primary source of damage to 

ceramics during production.  There are considered to be three kinds of residual stress 

generated during machining [26].  First order stresses occur over several grains and are 

macroscopic.  Second order stresses are within a single crystallite, and are often formed 

by differences in thermal and mechanical behavior between grains.  Third order residual 

stresses are atomic scale, for example dislocations, or atomic substitution.   

 Microplastic deformation often forms dislocations or twinning in materials, as 

well as lattice defects [26].  Macroscopic deformation can create stress on the 

microscopic and macroscopic scale.  It is described that during grinding the hydrostatic 

compressive stress creates both scales of stress, and it is higher transverse to the 

movement of the grinding [26].  Residual stresses from machining of ceramic materials 

are complex, and need to be closely studied to be understood.   

 

2.4. Raman 

 Characterizing materials is a vital aspect of materials engineering.  While it is 

important to make a material, if one cannot prove that they have done so, or discern its 
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properties, it is worthless.  Raman spectroscopy is one method of characterization, and it 

is vitally important in looking at machining effects in materials.   

a. The Science of Raman 

 The basis of R scattering lies in atomic vibrations, making them important to 

understand.  The traditional understanding is based on two masses (atoms) connected by 

a spring.  If the spring is stretched a distance of r, the restoring force is equal to [27]: 

  (2.13)   

where k is the force constant of the bond.  Once these masses are released it 

oscillates and is described as harmonic motion [27], or as a harmonic oscillator.  The 

potential energy (V) of this harmonic oscillator with the atoms being moved a distance of 

X away from equilibrium can be described as [27]: 

  (2.14)   

However, real molecules do not undergo harmonic oscillation, because at large X the 

restoring force is less than the model.   Furthermore real molecules do not have 

continuous energy levels, but discrete energy levels [27].  As such, the energy states are 

[27]: 

  (2.15)  

Where h is Planck’s constant, v is the fundamental vibration frequency, and n is the 

energy level [0,1,2, etc.].  For many applications, the harmonic oscillator model is 

sufficient [27].  
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Figure 2.10: Energy vs displacement for a bond from [28].  The thin parabola is the 

harmonic oscillator, and the thick line is the anharmonic osciallator.  The horizontal lines 

represent the discrete energy levels associated with the molecule. 

 

The Raman phenomenon was discovered in 1928 by Chandrasekhra Venkata 

Raman using sunlight as the light source [29].  When most light hits a material, it can be 

scattered with the same frequency as it had when it hit the material, which is called 

Rayleigh scattering [27], and is shown in Figure 3.  It is known as an elastic collision, and 

during this process the electrons in the sample vibrate in the same frequency as the 

radiation, and then the material radiates energy in all directions [27].   

Sometimes however, the collisions are inelastic.  During these the phonon hits the 

sample, exciting it into a higher vibrational state.  The sample then relaxes into a higher 

or a lower energy state than it was originally in, called Stoke and Anti-Stoke scattering 
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respectively. This Raman scattering (as it is now commonly known) can be measured as a 

shift in the exciting light source, which is typically a laser in modern applications. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Raman and Rayleigh scattering illustrated.  From [30] 

 

In order for a molecule to be Raman active it must be capable of having its 

polarizability change when it is hit with a laser [29].  At a fundamental level, permanent 

dipole moment of a molecule, , with a positive and a negative charge is: 

(2.16)  = er 

Where e’s are the charges of the particles in question and r is the distance that separates 

them [31].  When this is exposed to an electric field, a dipole can be induced in the 
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molecule, due to the attraction of the nuclei and electrons to various parts of the electric 

field [31].  This induced dipole, ind can be described as:  

  (2.17) ind = 

Where  is the electric field and  is the polarizability of the molecule.  [31].   

The oscillation of the electric field associated with light can be described by the 

equation: 

 (2.18) 



 o cos2vt  

Where v is the frequency of the light, o is the field’s maximum value, and t is time [31].  

From this, the induced dipole in molecule being hit with the life can be found as  

(2.19) 



ind o cos2vt  [31] 

Since the polarizability of the molecule will depend on the bond length (because bonds 

can compress and lengthen) the polarizability term needs to be modified to 

  (2.20) 



 o  ()cos2vot   

Here, is the change in polarizability,  o is the “equilibrium polarizability” and vo is 

the equilibrium vibrational frequency [31].  This is then put into equation (12) and 

simplified to give: 

  (2.21) 



ind oo cos2vt (1/2)o[cos2(v vo)t cos2(v vo)t] 

In this equation, it is seen that Stokes, v+vo, anti-Stokes, v-vo, and Rayleigh vo, can be 

present when the electronic dipole of a molecule interacts with light [31].   
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b. Raman Spectrometer Explanation 

While many types of Raman spectrometers exist, the basic design principles are 

consistent throughout.  The basic design is shown in Figure 4.  The excitation source for 

modern Raman spectroscopy is a laser, which an improvement on the lamps that were 

used in earlier systems [29].   

 

Figure 2.12: The basic setup of a Raman spectrometer (from [32]) 

 

 This light is then shined on the sample, often by the use of a mirror but sometimes 

by fiber optics.  The light then reflects from the sample to a filter.  The filter is mainly in 

place to eliminate the Rayleigh scattering because it is 106 times more intense than the 

Raman lines that actually give sample information [29].    Then, a CCD is used to record 

the light and it is mathematically converted to the spectrum that is seen on the computer.   
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 The motorized stage seen in Figure 4 is also noteworthy because it allows for 

precise sample mapping.  Since micro-raman has a spot size on the order of microns, 

chemical and physical properties of the material can be mapped in a manner that is not 

possible with numerous other techniques.  

 

c. Raman for Stress Measurement 

Measuring residual stress in materials has been a significant challenge to the 

engineering community for a number of years.  Since residual stress can have a 

significant effect on material properties, it is important to measure it after production and 

machining processes if one is to fully understand the material and predict how it will 

behave.  Many of the traditional tests destroy the material in the process, further 

complicating the matter.  In order to maximize production efficiency, techniques need to 

be created that allow for non-destructive material testing of residual stresses, such as 

Raman spectroscopy.   

 Raman spectroscopy fundamentally measures the vibrations in the bonds between 

atoms.  Changes in that molecular environment should affect the Raman spectra.  For 

example, if a molecular bond is lengthened or compressed, that theoretically should 

change the Raman spectra.  Since stress and strain occur when a bond is stretched or 

compressed, this should theoretically change the Raman spectra.  This has been shown to 

happen in a variety of materials [28], as a stressed material has a shift in the Raman 

frequencies from an unstressed material. 
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 This change derives from the harmonic/anharmonic oscillator approximation for a 

molecular bond.  The potential energy [28] can be described with the change in bond 

length, Δl=(l-lo), as: 

  (2.22) 𝑉 = (
1

2
) 𝑘(𝑙 − lo)

2 

This however is the case for a harmonic potential.  The anharmonic potential is described 

as:  

  (2.23) V(l) = (l-lo)
2+k’(l-lo) 

This anharmonicity leads to the wavenumber shift when the material is strained, which 

can be expressed as: 

  (2.24) 𝛥𝑣 = 𝑆𝜀  ×  𝛥𝜀 

Where 𝛥𝜀 is the strain (described in [28] as the tensile strain) and 𝛥𝑣 is the shift in the 

wavenumber [28].  This equation can be rewritten into a more useful form as: 

  (2.25)  𝛥𝑣 = 𝑆𝜀  ×  𝛥𝜀 = 𝑆𝜀  ×  
𝛥𝜎

100×𝐸
= 𝑆𝜎 × ∆𝜎 

For hydrostatic pressures, 𝑆𝜀 is not used to show how the wavenumber changes 

with stress, but the Grüneisen coefficient (ϒG) instead [28], which is defined as: 

(2.26) 𝛾 = −
𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑣

𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑉
 

Where V is the volume [28].  Only taking changing pressure into account, the 

relationship between 𝛾i and Si is: 

  (2.27) Si
σ = 

𝑣𝑖
0×𝛾𝑖

𝐵
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with B as the bulk modulus [28].   

 Raman has several distinct advantages as a method for measuring residual stress.  

It is a nondestructive technique, requiring little-to-no sample preparation.  Parts could be 

taken straight from the assembly line and tested before being sold.  Also, because micro-

Raman can be performed with an extremely small spot size, Raman allows a part to be 

mapped, which can find areas of high and low stress. Finding the “local” stresses can be 

advantageous, and cannot be done with XRD, which gives the stress over large areas of 

the sample.  Theoretically, Raman could be incorporated into a production line to weed 

out faulty materials.  Raman cannot be performed on metals however, and also requires 

fine calibration, both of which are disadvantages of the technique.  Those disadvantages 

aside, it is a valuable technique that will continue to expand and improve.   

 

d. Difficulties with Raman Measurements for Residual Stress 

In piezospectroscopy, great care must be taken to remove uncertainties in order to 

make the results as quantitative as possible.  One of the many difficulties is removing as 

much uncertainty as possible, much of which is related to the material specific equations 

connecting the peak shift to the stress present.  Often, these equations lose much of their 

quantitative value.  A study by Sergo, et al. [33], found that the additives in a material 

can greatly affect how peaks shift with stress.  Sergo, et al., looked at three different 

materials, a high purity powder that was hot isostatically pressed, the same powder with 

5% Y2O3 and 1% Sc2O3, and a commercial powder that was only 88% silicon nitride and 

also contained Mg, Ce, Sr, Al, Fe and Y.  As can be seen in Table 2.1, there is a 

significant discrepancy between the peak shifts of the various samples.   
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 Pure Pure w/ Additives Commercial 

862 Peak 

(cm-1/GPa) 

3.9 ± 0.2 6.3 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.2 

925 Peak  

(cm-1/GPa) 

3.4 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.16 

936 Peak  

(cm-1/GPa) 

3.6 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.4 4.2 ± 0.16 

Table 2.1: Peak shifts for the various silicon nitride formulations.  Figure adapted from 

[33].  Note: The peaks listed are approximate and are for the pure sample, as the different 

formulations have slightly different peaks, most likely caused by their slightly differing 

makeups.   

 

It is clear that the peak shift in silicon nitride changes based on what additives and 

impurities are present.  This complicates matters when looking at residual stress in 

polycrystalline materials, since they often have a wide variety of additives as sintering 

aids.  When using peak shift residual stress equations from the literature for 

polycrystalline samples, it can be hard to say if the results will be more quantitative or 

qualitative in nature.   

The problem extends to single crystal materials as well.  For sapphire, two 

separate papers calculating the response to uniaxial stress found two separate results, as 

seen in Table 2.2.    
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Table 2.2:  Peak shift at different frequencies under uniaxial tests from two sources.  

Adapted from [36]. 

 

It would be logical to assume that tests on single crystals, especially when the tests are 

the same (uniaxial, biaxial, etc.) would be the same, but that is clearly not the case.   

 While Raman spectroscopy for residual stress measurements has many excellent 

qualities and provides solid qualitative data, finding quantitative data can be more 

difficult.  Extra care has to be taken with the measurements to assure that as many 

variables as possible are removed to assure the data is as accurate as possible.   

 

 

2.5. Materials 

 

 This work focuses on ceramic and semiconductor materials.  Through working 

closely with industrial partners, the following materials were identified as good 

candidates to measure the effect of machining on residual stress.    

 

 

Frequency (cm-1) Shin et al. Peak Shift  

(cm-1/GPa) [34] 

Watson et al. Peak Shift 

(cm-1/GPa) [35] 

380 2.3 ± 0.2 1.37 ± 0.06 

417 1.7 ± 0.1 2.11 ± 0.06 

432 1.8 ± 0.1 2.95 ± 0.08 

451 1.0 ± 0.2 1.66 ± 0.10 

578 2.7 ± 0.3 2.77 ± 0.12 

646 5.0 ± 0.4 n/a 

751 2.5 ± 0.3 4.80 ± 0.20 
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a. Silicon 

 Silicon is a widely used material in the electronics and optics industry, and has 

been extensively studied.  Silicon features a diamond structure, as seen in Figure 16 [37].   

 

Figure 2.13: The crystal structure of Silicon from [37].   

 

Silicon also undergoes a complex phase change under pressure, which is 

important in the current study because of the high pressures encountered during 

machining, as can be seen in Figure 17.  Depending on the rate of unloading, the phases 

will go through a different pathway.  It was also found that at smaller cut depths more 

amorphous silicon is present while at deeper cuts more Si-XII, Si-III and Si-IV was 

found.  It was postulated that the smaller cuts had less stress associated with them, which 

leads to faster unloading, and hence the amorphous silicon.   
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Figure 2.14:  Diagram of how silicon transforms phases upon loading and unloading.  

Figure from [38] 

  

Silicon is extensively used in the electronics and computer industries.  Silicon 

solar panels are currently the one of the most used solar technologies in the world, and 

they also have the highest efficiency [39].  Also, most “semiconductor and 

microelectronic devices” are built on silicon wafers [40].   

 Previous work has been done on silicon to relate stress to a peak shift in the 

Raman spectra.  In this work the equation from Weinstein and Piermarini [41] is used.  It 

is modified in the style of [42] to remove the quadratic term and change the unstressed 

peak shift.  It becomes 

 (2.33) ω = ωo + 0.52P 
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Here, ω is the peak position, ωo is the unstressed peak position, and P is the stress.   

 

b. Sapphire 

  

Sapphire is the clear, single crystal form of the ceramic alumina.  Alumina is one 

of the most widely and diversely used ceramic materials, and as such it has been 

extensively studied.  Alumina has numerous polytypes including ,,,,,,,[42], , 

and ’’ [44].   -Alumina, a very common form, has a corundum crystal structure, with 

alternatively stacking A and B planes as seen in Figure 18 [42].   

 

 

Figure 2.15: Crystal structure of -alumina.  The small circles are aluminum, while the 

large circles are oxygen.  Figure from [42] 
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Alumina has a variety of uses including “firebricks, abrasives, and integrated 

circuit (IC) packages” and its production exceeds 45 million tons [42].  , and ’’ 

alumina are “high temperature solid electrolytes”, and has applications in “energy 

storage, alkali-metal thermal-to-electronic conversion (AMTEC) cells, and gas sensors” 

[44].   

Single crystal -alumina is generally known as sapphire, and is becoming an 

important material.  Sapphire has high strength and hardness and good wear resistance 

[45] which combined with its clarity make it an optimal material for windows and domes 

[46] as well as lenses [47] and LEDs.  Sapphires exceptional physical properties mean it 

can perform in environments that some traditional transparent materials cannot [47].   

As previously mentioned, extensive work has been done on aluminas residual 

stress.  In this work, the relations developed by Gallas, et al. [48] are used.  They 

describe the shift of the peak at 417 cm-1 as: 

(2.34) v = 0.0022x + vo  

Here, v is the peak position, vo is the unstressed peak position, and x is the stress 

in MPa.  It has also been found that some vibrations can only be seen with the Raman if 

the laser is polarized a particular way [36].  Some peaks, and therefore vibrations, are 

only present when the laser is polarized so it is parallel to the basal plane, while others 

are only present when the laser is perpendicular to it, as can be seen in Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.16: Raman spectrum of Sapphire, showing the effects of polarizing the laser 

parallel and perpendicular to the basal plane.  Figure from [36]. 
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3.  Experimental 

3.1. Micro-LAM Process 

 The Micro-LAM procedure combines diamond turning with a laser to produce a 

unique machining technique.  The samples were run either on a modified universal micro 

tribometer, which is load controlled, or an ultraprecision CNC lathe, which is depth 

controlled.   

The load controlled setup can be seen in Figure 3.1.  The sample is machined by a 

diamond tool tip, which is connected to a laser by a 10µm fiber optic cable.  The laser 

itself can be substituted out to accommodate the needs of the particular material being 

machined. The turning tool is made up of 2 separate parts, a ferrule and a diamond tip 

with a 5µm radius, connected with an epoxy that the IR laser can pass through.   

 

Figure 3.1: Micro-LAM load controlled machining setup. 
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 The depth controlled setup is shown in Figure 3.2. For depth controlled 

machining, a Precitech N250 ultraprecision CNC lathe is used.  This lathe has a 16 

picometer resolution, allowing for positional accuracies of 2-4 nm in both the x and y 

directions during cutting.  This machine features air bearings that eliminate metal on 

metal contact that is seen in other lathes, allowing for more precise control during 

machining.  Meanwhile, the Optimus (Micro-LAM, inc.) system takes all the various 

parts for connecting the laser to the diamond tip shown in Figure 3.1 and streamlines 

them into one piece of equipment.  

 

Figure 3.2: Ultraprecision CNC lathe for depth controlled machining.   

 Since machining using a brittle to ductile transition requires the machining to be 

above a critical depth, the critical depth needs to be known for the machining to occur 
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properly.  For load controlled machining, a load is entered that allows the diamond tool 

bit to remain above this critical depth.  The depth controlled setup is preferable;it is less 

likely to go below the critical depth due to hitting imperfections in the material, and 

requires fewer calculations.  It is also stiffer during machining than a load controlled 

setup, allowing for better machining.   

 Samples were machined on these machines with a variety of machining 

parameters, including variable laser power, feed rate, and machining load. These samples 

were then transported to Rutgers for characterization.   

 

3.2. Raman Spectroscopy 

 All samples in this study were examined and characterized with micro-Raman 

spectroscopy.  Raman’s accessibility, relatively quick scan times, non-destructive nature, 

small spot size, as well as the data that can be gleaned from it, made it the perfect tool. 

 All spectra in this sample were acquired using a Raman inVia spectrometer using 

the Wire 3.4 software associated with the system. First, single crystal control samples 

were used to find the baseline peak location for the sample.  From there, the scan 

parameters for the sample were set, including a wide variety of factors.  The particular 

laser (in this study either 514 or 633 nm) , as well as the laser’s intensity, were chosen.  

The laser was  set either to “regular” or “high” confocality.  When the laser is at the 

“high” confocal setting, a virtual pinhole is created using a decreased slit width as well as 

a decreased CCD area.  This allows for a shallower sampling depth of the material, at the 
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expense of spectral intensity.  Samples, both confocal and regular, with a low intensity 

required extra acquisitions to achieve necessary intensity.  

 Samples in this study were examined either with a line scan or a map.  With a line 

scan, a single line of Raman spectrum were taken 2 μm apart.  Maps are area scans, with 

2 μm scan spacing.   

 

3.3. Spectrum Processing 

 After the spectra were taken, they were processed with the same Wire 3.4 

program used to take them.  First, the spectra were baselined, and then any artifacts such 

as plasma lines were removed.  From there the peaks were fit with a series of curves, 

from which the peak position, width, and intensity could be found. 

 These numbers were taken and processed in Microsoft Excel.  From the change in 

peak position from the control sample, the stress of the material could be calculated from 

equations relating the peak shift to stress found in the literature.  The peak intensity was 

used in silicon samples to calculate the relative phase purity of the material, and the peak 

width was used to look at the relative crystallinity of the sample.   

 For area scans, these numbers were then taken to Origin which was used to create 

color contour maps of these properties.  This allowed a visual way to track how material 

properties changed across the sample’s surface.   
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3.4. “Scratched” Silicon Samples 

 

A scratched single crystal silicon sample was provided by Micro-LAM.  This 

sample contained scratches made with different conditions with the Micro-LAM 

machining process.  For this sample, 2 loads were used, a 5g load and a 10g load.  These 

loads were performed with no laser, and laser powers of 10, 20, and 30% of a 1480nm, 

400mW laser.   

 

 
Figure 3.3: Scratches machined at various parameters with the Micro-LAM technique.  

The 10g samples are on the top, and the 5g samples on the bottom.  From left to right: no 

laser, 10% laser power, 20% laser power, and 30% laser power.   

 

 

 

Load (g) Laser Power 

(W) 

Length (μm) Width (μm) Depth (μm) 

 

5 

n/a  

 

100 

21.3 54.6 

10% 21.7 61.0 

20% 21.9 64.0 

 

10 

n/a 26.9 75.8 

10% 27.2 79.0 

20% 28.4 86.2 

 

Table 3.1:  Machining parameters and scratch dimensions.   

 

 

The samples were all examined with Raman spectroscopy to look at the residual 

stresses and phases present.  A line scan running down the center of every scratch was 

performed with 2 µm spacing with both the 514nm and 633nm lasers.  The spectra were 
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then fit with the Wire 3.4 software(the software that (is?) associated with the Renishaw 

spectrometer responsible for running it and for data analysis), and from there the residual 

stresses were found.  These residual stresses were averaged by taking 16 of the stresses in 

the center of the cut (to avoid any abnormal stresses from loading or unloading the 

scratch on the ends).  Further, the 5 gram load with 10% laser power were mapped over 

their entirety with both laser settings.  Again, the spacing between the points was 2µm.   

 

 

3.5. Silicon Carbide Roughness Measurements 

 A Dektat Alpha Profiler was used to measure the surface roughness of the silicon 

carbide tiles, and the same machine was used to calculate the Ra values of the tiles.   
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4. Relating Residual Stresses to Machining and Finishing in Silicon Carbide  
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Abstract: Machining and surface finishing is essential in the processing of many 

ceramics, however, it can be detrimental to subsequent performance as it introduces 

residual stresses and structural defects. Using micro-Raman spectroscopy the residual 

stress and crystallinity of hot-pressed SiC tiles was examined after finishing with several 

different methods. 514 nm and 633 nm lasers in both conventional and confocal settings 

enabled stress as a function of depth to be assessed. Single crystal, electronics grade SiC 

was used for comparison. Compressive residual stresses were present at the surface and 

in the sub-surface region in all the samples, but the surface with lowest roughness and a 

mirror-like finish had the highest residual stress. Crystallinity in SiC is reduced by 

defects and stacking faults produced during machining and finishing. The finer surface 

finishes had higher residual stresses, but were actually found to have better crystallinity 

than the rough surfaces. The dependence of residual stress and crystallinity on surface 

roughness is attributed to a change in the mode of ceramic removal from energetic and 

brittle for rough finishes to ductile for the shallow cuts of smooth finishes. The 
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dependence of stress and crystallinity on roughness means a balance must be struck 

between smoothness, crystallinity and stresses in choosing the best finish for a given 

application. 

 

Keywords: A. Finishing; B. Spectroscopy; D. SiC; E. Armor. 

 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Silicon Carbide 

Silicon Carbide is of great importance as a structural ceramic as it is amongst the 

hardest materials known [1]. As such, machining SiC parts into the required shape and 

form for a given application can be difficult and may yield unwanted defects. Whether 

the pieces are machined by grinding and polishing, laser-assisted techniques, or 

ultrasonic techniques [2], the potential for residual stresses to form at the surface is 

always present. It is important to know how much stress machining can impart to 

components, since this stress may be either detrimental, leading to early failure, or 

advantageous, by helping to toughen the component. 

Silicon carbide’s crystal structure consists of tetrahedra of either 4 Si atoms and 1 

C atom, or 4 C atoms and one Si atom [3]. The tetrahedra can be stacked in either parallel 

or anti-parallel sequences, and this stacking allows for SiC to take on many different 

polytypes. The most common polytypes are a cubic structure known as 3C (or beta-SiC) 

and 2 hexagonal phases 4H and 6H, known as alpha-SiC. Each polytype has slightly 

different mechanical, optical and electronic properties that make them useful for specific 
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applications for instance as armor ceramics, power electronic semiconductors or 

industrial abrasives [4]. As a result of their different structures each polytype has its own 

unique Raman spectrum. This makes Raman spectroscopy very useful for characterizing 

variations in polytype within a sample and, significantly for the current study , changes in 

the Raman peak position can be related to strains (and hence stresses) in the SiC [5,6]. 

In single crystal SiC, stress concentrators take the form of micropipes [7,8] and 

dislocations [8]. For some applications what is more detrimental than the increased stress 

is the fact that these features often impinge on electronic properties and therefore 

performance when used as single crystal semiconductors. As electronic properties are less 

important for bulk polycrystalline samples used in structural applications this effect is not 

so significant, nonetheless when machining SiC it is important to limit the defects so they 

are not able to act as stress intensifiers. In bulk, polycrystalline samples, stress points can 

come from processing inclusions and thermal stresses [9,10] created during hot-pressing 

or heat treating. If the density of defects is large enough, different polytypes with mis-

matching lattices are formed or stacking faults are present it can also cause a significant 

stress in the sample [11,12]. Machining can further augment these stresses by introducing 

more stacking faults and increasing the defect density. 

 

1.2 Raman Spectroscopy: 

Raman spectroscopy is a form of vibrational spectroscopy that relies on inelastic 

scattering of monochromatic light to provide vibrational, rotational and other low-

frequency mode information about a material system [13]. Data obtained from Raman 
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spectroscopy comes in the form of a vibrational spectra. For a given material system, this 

spectrum will be unique, and contain information related to bonding between atoms 

within that system. The theory and fundamentals of Raman have been discussed at great 

length elsewhere [13-15], as well as the ability to use Raman as a stress measuring tool 

[16-21]. In the case of silicon carbide the numerous polytypes that can form all have 

unique Raman spectra. This allows for easy characterization and distinction between 

polytypes, as seen in Figure 4.1. The use of Raman to measure stress in silicon carbide 

has been examined quite thoroughly. However, these experiments have been done mostly 

on the cubic, 3C, polytype [12,22-28] because of its importance and wide usage in the 

power electronics field. Only a few papers [5,6,29] discuss the use of Raman for stress 

analysis in 6H-SiC. In the current study we have focused on the equations developed by 

Liu and Vohra [5,6] for analysis of data as these are widely accepted for use on 6H 

silicon carbide.  
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Figure 4.1: Sample spectra for 4H-, and 6H-SiC. The variation in both position of optical 

phonons and unique acoustic modes allow for characterizing different polytypes. Peaks 

are designated by their propagation direction, with TO, TA and LO being transverse 

optical, transverse acoustical and longitudinal optical, respectively. 

 

The micro-Raman system used in the study was an inVia™ from Renishaw Inc 

(New Mills, Wotton-under-Edge Gloucestershire, GL12 8JR, UK) with 633 nm and 514 

nm lasers. The instrument’s resolution in terms of deconvoluting overlapping peaks is on 

the order of 5 wavenumbers with a precision of 0.05 cm-1, and an accuracy of 0.25cm-1. 

This means that peaks closer than 5 cm-1 could not be deconvoluted, however for the 

peaks of interest in silicon carbide this is not an issue. The penetration of the laser into 
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the sample and hence the depth from which information is obtained is wavelength 

dependent and a function of the material being investigated. Penetration depth, Dp, can be 

estimated from the absorption coefficient, α [19]: 

𝐷𝑝 =
1

𝛼(𝜆)
 

where α depends on the wavelength, λ. In the case of SiC the 514 nm wavelength has a 

higher absorption coefficient than the 633 nm wavelength, which allows for analysis at 

different depths [30,31]. 

Penetration depth can be further tuned by using confocal Raman spectroscopy 

[32-36].  This involves the beam being focused with a numerical aperture, and then shone 

onto the sample.  A confocal aperture, which can be a physical pinhole or a “virtual” 

pinhole, acts like a slit to block the path of some of the reflected beam. This allows only 

photons from a narrow focal plane to be focused on the detector. For non-confocal 

Raman spectroscopy the beam interacts with the sample at a range of depths and all of 

these are detected by the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera, but with the confocal 

feature light from only a narrow range of depths below the material’s surface is sampled; 

the confocal aperture excludes light from higher and lower depths.  This allows each laser 

available to the Raman operator to be used for two depths settings: a normal depth setting 

that goes farther into the sample and a confocal depth setting closer to the sample’s 

surface. By combining multiple lasers in their normal and confocal modes, four depths 

for each sample have been investigated. These are, in order of increasing penetration: 

confocal with 514nm laser; confocal with 633nm laser; non-confocal 514nm laser; non-

confocal 633nm laser. The approximate, respective, penetration depths for each setting 
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are given by the absorption properties of sintered SiC [14] as, respectively, 1.5 µm, 2 µm, 

3 µm and 3.5 µm. 

 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Material Preparation 

Four silicon carbide tiles (SiC-N by Cercom®) cut from a larger billet of hot pressed 

alpha-  the Army 

Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD for this study. The tiles were 

several millimeters in thickness and had standard, rotary ground, mirror finish and grit-

blast surfaces, respectively, on one side. The standard finish, Figure 4.2(a), was obtained 

after a surface grind and light sand blasting of the hot pressed SiC-N tile. The sand 

blasting removed any carbon on the tile surface left over from the pressing process which 

uses a graphite sheet to minimize the interaction with the die. The reverse side of the tiles 

was finished in the same manner as the standard sample, essentially as-pressed with 

minimal finishing, and the two were optically similar in appearance. To ensure that the 

initial states for each of the tile surfaces where consistent the reverse side of the tiles was 

used as a baseline. The expectation was that each of the reverse sides and the standard 

finish would have the same initial stress. The grit blast samples were impacted with fine 

steel shot which, as it can be seen from the SEM image in Figure 4.2(b), gives significant 

deformation on the machined surface of the tile. The rotary ground samples, Figure 

4.2(c), were taken from the as-pressed state to their finished state through the use of 

diamond grinding wheels, running on a rotary grinder. The mirror polish samples were 

taken from the as-pressed state to a mirror-like finish through the use of successive 
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polishing with finer and finer diamond abrasives. The mirror finished sample displayed 

the lowest amount of surface roughness with Ra ≈ 14±3 nm compared to Ra  ≈ 483±34 

nm for grit blast, Ra  ≈ 264±41 nm for rotary ground and Ra  ≈ 236±25 nm for standard 

finish. Single crystal samples for comparison to the tiles of 6H-SiC (0001) were obtained 

from MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA 94804, USA. These had roughness of Ra < 1 nm 

and the Raman data suggested that they were essentially stress-free at the depths being 

studied during the testing. 

 

Figure 4.2: SEM images of the machined surfaces for the a) Standard, b) Grit Blast, c) 

Rotary Ground, and d) Mirror Finish. 
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In order to evaluate and quantify the stress in each sample due to machining 

Raman maps were created from measurements obtained at points spaced 2 µm apart over 

40 µm x 40 µm areas. This size was set based on the capabilities of the Raman system 

and to avoid spatial overlap of the Raman signal. The Raman system was equipped with 

an 1800 l/mm diffraction grating for both the Ar ion 514 nm laser and the HeNe 633 nm 

laser. The maps acquired were point maps where at each point a full spectrum was 

obtained and not just one peak as examined in a line focus map. Maps were acquired on 

several different areas of each sample’s surface and stress values were averaged over all 

maps. Sample maps can be seen in the results section which shows the differences 

between each of the surface finishes and also the variations with depth for a given finish. 

Along with the machined surfaces, maps were created of the tiles’ reverse (unmachined) 

sides.  

2.2 Micro-Raman Spectroscopy 

Variations in stress with depth were examined using the micro-Raman’s confocal 

settings along with the two different excitation wavelengths. The confocal setting enables 

the Raman spectra to be obtained at a shallower depth into the sample than with the 

normal setting. It uses a virtual pinhole, created by slits in the spectrometer path and a 

decreased CCD scan area, as opposed to a physical pinhole in the laser path or in the 

microscope. The slits spacing is decreased from 50 µm in the regular setup, to 20 µm in 

the confocal, in order to limit the angle of returning light that is analyzed. Similarly, the 

CCD area is taken from 15 pixels down to only 3 pixels; this allows for in-depth spatial 

resolution at a cost of signal-to-noise ratio. In order to achieve intensity counts similar to 

those in the regular setting, several scan iterations were performed. With regards to 
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excitation wavelength the absorption coefficient of silicon carbide increases for shorter 

wavelengths, so the 514 nm laser penetrates less than the 633 nm laser. Hence, the 

different wavelengths enable stress to be examined at different depths. 

Averaged stress and peak width values were obtained from all the data in a scan 

for the specified depth of penetration. To extract the values for each penetration depth the 

data was weighted based on the penetration of the laser used. For example, the 514 nm 

confocal setting has a penetration of ~1.5 µm in the polycrystalline SiC tiles, so for this 

configuration the stress and peak width values are a weighted average over the first 1.5 

µm of depth. For the 633 nm confocal setting the penetration is greater (~2 µm) and the 

values of stress and peak width from 1.5-2 µm depth are obtained by subtracting the 

values for the 514 nm confocal setting. The other penetration depth values are found 

similarly: for the 514 nm regular setting the values at a penetration depth of ~3 µm are 

found; for the 633 nm regular setting at a penetration depth of 3.5 µm. 

 

2.3 Analysis of Raman Data 

The Raman spectral data was processed using the WiRE3.2 software available 

from Renishaw. Spectrum intensities were normalized to the largest intensity peak, the 

transverse-optical (TO) peak at 789.2cm-1, and corrected for baseline. Curve fitting was 

performed using the software’s curve fit feature, with curve parameters set to allow 

mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian behavior. These parameters were saved and applied to each 

spectra in the acquired maps, and peak position and width information for the TO peak 

was extracted for each map point. These values were used to create a contour plot of peak 
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shift and an average value for the peak width over the mapped area. Peak shift values 

were then turned into stresses using: 

𝜈𝑇𝑂 = 3.11𝑃 + 789.2 

where P is applied pressure, 𝜈𝑇𝑂 is the measured TO peak position, and the value 789.2 is 

the unstressed peak position for the TO peak in cm-1. This is a modified version of the 

equation developed by Liu and Vohra [5,6]. They investigated ultrahigh pressures where 

a quadratic term is needed; this term is negligible for the stresses seen in the current 

study. The use of this equation to relate stress to shift in a Raman peak assumes that the 

samples have no preferred crystal orientation; this was confirmed by X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) studies of the tiles which showed no evidence of texture. A Bruker AXS Inc., WI 

53711-5373, USA, HiStar™ system with a 2D array detector, and Cu radiation with a 

0.05mm diameter collimator was used for the XRD studies. 

 

3 Results 

 3.1 Single Crystal 

Raman maps taken over the unstressed single crystal silicon carbide showed no 

significant peak shift which is consistent with it being unstressed at the depths of interest. 

The peak position values obtained were statistically close to the accepted average value 

of 789.2 cm-1, for the TO peak [5], having deviations less than 0.05cm-1 from the average 

over the mapped section. The penetration depth is large for single crystal 6H-SiC and on 

the order of 10µm based on absorption coefficients from Werheit and Schwetz [14]. The 

spectra acquired at each map point are weighted averages from the surface to the 
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specified depth in each sample. Peak width values were also collected and averaged over 

the map area to provide a baseline peak width for comparison.  

 

3.2 Machined Samples 

Peak shifts due to machining are typically to higher wavenumbers, as shown by 

the example of Figure 4.3, which corresponds to compressive stress. However, relatively 

small tensile stress regions are occasionally seen in localized areas. A stress value was 

found for each of the four surface finishes by averaging over all the data points on all of 

the Raman maps collected. These average were always relatively large and compressive. 

For the minimum penetration depth (confocal setting with 514 nm wavelength) the 

average stresses were: -220 ± 25 MPa for the standard finish; -371 ± 27 MPa for the grit 

blast sample; -485 ± 33 MPa for the rotary finish; -601 ± 38 MPa for the mirror finish. 

Raman maps for all 4 samples at each setting (514/633 nm wavelength, confocal/normal 

setting) are shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. In comparison, the Raman data for the 

reverse sides of all tiles showed a very uniform average stress of -208 ± 21 MPa with 

little variation with depth. Within the margin of error this was the same compressive 

stress as that seen for the sample with the standard finish.  
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Figure 4.3: Example spectra showing shift in peak position for a machined SiC sample 

compared to the ideal unstressed (single crystal) Raman spectrum. The peak shift of one 

wavenumber corresponds to a residual stress of ~320 MPa. In this case it is compressive 

as the peak shifts to the right. 
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Figure 4.4: Stress maps of the standard finish sample at a) 514nm confocal, b) 633nm 

confocal, c) 514nm regular and d) 633nm regular settings. The same area is shown in 

each image. 
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Figure 4.5: Stress maps of the grit blast sample at a) 514nm confocal, b) 633nm confocal, 

c) 514nm regular and d) 633nm regular settings. The same area is shown in each image. 
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Figure 4.6: Stress maps of the rotary ground sample at a) 514nm confocal, b) 633 

confocal, c) 514 regular and d) 633 regular settings. The same area is shown in each 

image. 
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Figure 4.7: Stress maps of the mirror finish sample at a) 514nm confocal, b) 633 

confocal, c) 514 regular and d) 633 regular settings. Same area is shown in each image 
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For each of surface finishes there was considerable variation in stress over each 

map, though it was least for the standard finish. As the penetration depth increased there 

was a marked reduction in the range of the stresses measured and also in the average 

stress over the mapped area. For all of the surfaces except the standard the average stress 

value dropped by 25-35% between the shallowest confocal setting and the deepest regular 

setting. This indicates that the machining stresses decrease with depth from the surface. 

This stress gradient is greatest in the mirror finished sample, but is practically non-

existent in the standard finish sample. Figure 4.8 shows the average stress value of each 

sample at each of the four depth settings. Also plotted on Figure 4.8 is the average stress 

over the surface for the single crystal SiC (stress ≈ 0 MPa). The standard sample and the 

reverse sides show a consistent stress level with depth (only the standard sample is shown 

on the Figures as the reverse sides were essentially the same). 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of residual stress values in all samples as they vary with depth. 

 

Analyzing the TO peak width (which is related to crystallinity) showed that the 

samples split into 2 groups: the grit blast and rotary finish showed similar and higher 

average relative width values of 1.8 cm-1 for the shallowest depths (514 nm wavelength 

and confocal setting); the standard and mirror finish samples showed peak widths of 1.5 

cm-1 for the shallowest depths. These values were normalized with respect to the average 

width values of the single crystal SiC, at the respective depth settings. The width values 

for all of the samples at the different laser and confocal settings can be seen in Figure 4.9. 

All of the samples tend towards a single relative peak width value as the penetration 

depth increases. A sample Raman spectrum showing the variation in width, as well as 

peak position can be seen in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.9: Plot of relative peak widths for all samples as they vary with depth. 
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Figure 4.10: Typical spectra showing peak position and peak width variations seen. The 

peaks located at ~768cm-1 are mostly invariant, while the TO peak at 789.2cm-1 can both 

broaden and shift. 

 

4 Discussion 

The machined stress values in each sample show a linear trend towards a baseline 

residual stress value, which is that of the unmachined, reverse sides. The intercept of the 

trendline with the baseline residual stress value gives an approximate maximum depth at 

which the machining process has affected the sample. For the higher stressed mirror 

finish and rotary ground samples, this value is 6.6 ± 0.5μm and 6.6 ± 0.7μm, respectively. 

In the grit blast sample, this value was lower, at 4.4 ± 0.4μm, indicating that the 

deformation and stress concentration was much nearer to the surface. In shot peened or 

grit blasted samples the deformation generally tends to be nearer the surface as the intent 

is to apply residual compressive surface stresses from densification in the impacted 
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regions. In single crystal samples it should be noted that given the very low absorption 

coefficient of 6H-SiC, and the wavelength dependence of this coefficient, there was no 

wavelength that could be used to analyze the shallowest depths with Raman 

spectroscopy. There are z-scan techniques that utilize through-focus scanning to get depth 

resolution, but the depth estimation falls off quickly even with small below-focus step 

sizes [15]. 

An analysis of the peak width data shows that all for the machined samples the 

trend with increasing penetration depth is towards the baseline width value of the 

unmachined side. There is a relationship between stress and peak width [5,6,38], but in 

this case the differences in peak width data and stress between the samples do not closely 

follow each other. Specifically, the mirror finish has less effect on peak width, and 

therefore crystallinity, than it does on residual stress. Grit blast and rotary ground, 

however, both increase the peak width considerably, but give less residual stress than the 

mirror finish; substantially less for the grit blast sample. Thus, it could be misleading to 

just consider residual stress as an indicator of surface and sub-surface damage and, 

likewise, it could be misleading to just consider changes in peak width. For a given 

application either or both could be detrimental to the ultimate performance of the SiC-N. 

SiC is anisotropic and for the machined samples studied the stresses introduced 

are likely to be anisotropic and bi-axial (or possibly even tri-axial). However, the tiles 

tested consist of randomly-oriented polycrystalline SiC, this eliminates many of the 

effects on peak shifts due to anisotropy. Consequently, the peak shifts are close to those 

that would be seen under hydrostatic stress, and any difference in the magnitude of 

stresses with direction will be relatively small compared to the overall shifts in the 
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Raman peaks. As a result using equations for isotropic samples under hydrostatic 

pressure to obtain stress measurements from Raman is valid for the four surface finishes 

studied. In the case of the single crystal sample the material is truly anisotropic 

elastically, however the Raman measurements shows no sign of a peak shift in the 

pristine surface so the method of quantifying stress does not seem to be an issue in this 

case. Though it was not used in the current study a polarized analysis of the Raman 

spectra would have given more information on any anisotropy present. Overall, issues 

related to anisotropy in the samples might be expected to introduce a small error in the 

stress per wavenumber shift (GPa/cm-1) when using the purely hydrostatic stress model. 

However, the comparative data, specifically between different machining methods, and 

the data with respect to changes in stress with depth remain valid for the samples studied. 

There are limits to the ability of micro-Raman as used in this study to characterize 

the stress state, in particular whether hydrostatic, biaxial or triaxial stresses are present. 

This does not distract from the significance of the results in showing that surface damage 

from machining extends many microns below the surface in SiC-N tiles, and the extent of 

the damage is a function of the machining methods used. Specifically, the data shows that 

there is a tendency for finer surface finishes to result in greater compressive sub-surface 

residual stresses, but to give less crystalline disorder when compared to coarser and more 

energetic surface finishing methods, such as rotary grinding and grit blasting. 

 

5 Conclusions 

The combination of pressure and shear stress inherent in all machining processes 

introduces large, compressive residual stresses that persist to a depth of 3.5 µm or more. 
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The type of machining and finish (grit blast, rotary or mirror finish) was found to affect 

the magnitude of the average stress at all the depths examined. In this respect the grit 

blast caused the lowest total increase in stress at all depths, while the mirror finish created 

the largest stress at all depths, with the rotary finish lying between them. For all the 

machined samples the average compressive stress was found to be noticeably higher in 

the first 2 µm below the surface when compared to greater depths. In the case of the 

mirror finished sample the first 2 µm exhibited extremely high compressive stresses 

averaging over 600 MPa, with localized peaks close to 1000 MPa. For all the samples 

there was considerable variation in the magnitude of the stresses over the surface, as 

shown by the stress maps. This scatter was found to be greater at the shallowest depths 

examined for all the finishes. The mirror finish gives the most pronounced increase in 

compressive stress and this is taken to be a result of polishing with fine abrasives.  

Silicon carbide 6H has a strong transverse optical peak at 789.2cm-1 the width of 

which can be used as a measure of “crystallinity” or disorder in the crystal structure. This 

disorder was found to increase with machining, with the increase most pronounced close 

to the surface. Intriguingly the effect on crystallinity was less pronounced for the mirror 

finish than for the rotary grind and grit blast surface. Thus, the fine polishing associated 

with producing a mirror finish gives rise to larger residual stresses, but less disorder in 

the crystals when compared to the coarser finishes. Fracture mechanics predicts that for 

finer abrasives with lower depths of removal ductile deformation dominates [39]. The 

observed differences in residual stress and crystallinity can be explained by, firstly, the 

transition from brittle deformation for coarser surface finishes to ductile deformation for 
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finer surface finishes and, secondly, the tendency of more energetic surface finishing 

methods (rotary grind and grit blast) to introduce defects such as stacking faults in SiC.  

Depending on the specific application of the ceramic the changes in crystallinity 

indicated by the increased peak width may ultimately be as significant in determining the 

sample’s performance as the residual stresses generated by the different machining 

methods. Thus, the method chosen for finishing the surface should be selected based not 

only on the roughness required, but also the residual stress and crystallinity that is needed 

to avoid premature failure. 
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5. “Scratched” Silicon Sample 

 

As previously mentioned, we were supplied with several samples scratched with 

the Micro-LAM technique.  These samples were subjected to Raman spectroscopy to 

examine how they withstood the machining process.  They were examined with the 514 

nm and the 633 nm lasers, which have penetration depths of 762 nm and 3000 nm [49] 

respectively.  In the literature for silicon, the convention is to give compressive stresses 

positive values, and tensile stresses negative values, and we will follow that convention 

for silicon.   

As shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1, several patterns emerge from the data.  As 

could be seen in Figure 3.3, the 30% LP samples appear physically different from other 

samples, and they have very different residual stress values than the other samples.  

These scratches have large tensile residual stresses, much larger than the other scratches.  

These scratches also have significant amounts of fluorescence when viewed under the 

633 nm laser, and either had no readable spectra or very few, and as such no residual 

stress is reported.  

Sample Section 514nm Residual Stress 

(MPa) 

633nm Residual Stress 

(MPa) 

10g load, no laser 24 +/- 3 72 +/- 1 

10g load, 10% laser power 53 +/- 2 108 +/- 1 

10g load, 20% laser power -4 +/- 3 111 +/- 1 

10g load, 30% laser power -213 +/- 13 n/a  

5g load, no laser -63 +/- 2 1 +/- 1 

5g load, 10% laser power -39 +/- 4 27 +/- 2 

5g load, 20% laser power -45 +/- 2 -32 +/- 2 

5g load, 30% laser power -246 +/- 18 n/a 

Table 5.1: Residual stress values for the scratched silicon regions.  
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The scans with 10g force applied feature almost entirely compressive stresses, 

with the 514 nm laser on the 20% LP being the exception as it features a small tensile 

stress.  None of the stresses are large, the largest being around 100 MPa.  What is 

interesting is that the 514 nm scans feature smaller stresses than the 633 nm scans, even 

though they are closer to the surface.  It was postulated in [20] that the laser anneals the 

surface during the cut, which could cause the reduction in stress closer to the surface.   

 

Figure 5.1: Graph of residual stress values for scratched samples.   

 

 

The stresses from the 5g samples are smaller than the stresses in the 10g samples, 

and also follow the more predictable pattern of larger stresses closer to the surface, and 
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smaller stresses away from the surface.  The 5g load samples, however, were found to 

have mostly tensile stresses.  It is possible that under the smaller loads, the thermal 

softening causes the diamond stylus to “pull” the sample, causing some tensile stress.  

The larger force on the 10g cuts could cause this, but more testing would have to be done 

to see if this hypothesis was valid.   

Sample Silicon Phases Present on 

514 nm Scans 

Silicon Phases Present on 

633 nm Scans 

5g load, no laser I, amorphous I 

5g load, 10% LP I, III, XII, amorphous I, III, XII, amorphous 

5g load, 20% LP I, III, XII, amorphous I, III, XII, amorphous 

5g load, 30% LP I, IV  n/a 

10g load, no laser I, III, XII, amorphous I, III, XII, amorphous 

10g load, 10% LP I, III, XII, IV (possibly) I, III, XII 

10g load, 20% LP I, III, XII, amorphous I, III, XII 

10g load, 30% LP I, IV n/a 

Table 5.2: Phases present in the scratched silicon samples.   

 

From the line scans shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 it appears that stress is highest at 

the ends of the scratches.  This is probably caused by the loading/unloading of the 

diamond tip.  Within the line scans there are often large variances in the stress present.   
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Figure 5.2: Stress vs. position along silicon scratch with 514nm laser 
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Figure 5.3: Stress vs. position along silicon scratch with 633nm laser 
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phase pure material out of all the scratched samples, it is done with large residual 

stresses.  It is interesting that the 5 gram load with no laser produces very phase pure 

material.  Though none of the scratches receiving the Micro-LAM are completely phase 

pure, some are close.   

Mapping scans were also performed on the entirety of the 5 gram load, 10% LP 

scratch with both the 514 nm and 633 nm lasers, seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively.   

The 633 nm sample features larger stresses than the 514 nm sample, the 633 nm sample 

being 125.21 MPa while the 514 nm sample being -73.80 MPa.  Another interesting 

feature is the spacing of the high stress regions on the 633 nm scan.  Sometimes, the 

cutting tool will “skip” or “jump” along the cut as a way to release energy during the 

cutting process.  We believe that is the cause of these high stress regions in the sample.  It 

would be good to see if this happens on other cuts, or to see if it is present on pieces of 

silicon where the whole surface is turned.  Perhaps by changing machining settings, such 

as feed rate or cutting force, this can be reduced or even eliminated.  These maps are 

inconsistent with the line scans of the same scratch, which have smaller stresses further 

away from the sample surface.  The smaller sample size of the line scan may be over-

emphasizing some of the more anomalous stress values, but it is worth examining in the 

future.   
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Figure 5.4: Stress map of the 5 gram load, 10%LP scratch with the 514nm laser.   
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Figure 5.5: Stress map of the 5 gram load, 10%LP scratch with the 633nm laser. 
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Abstract  

 

Traditional machining of brittle materials like silicon is expensive and frequently leads to 

detrimental damage. New techniques are essential to improving the efficacy of the 

machining process; one possible method is using traditional single point diamond turning 

with laser assistance. The method, termed Micro-Laser Assisted Machining (Micro-

LAM), reduces the likelihood of fracture by increasing the ductility of the material during 

the machining process. Raman microspectroscopy has been used to examine silicon 

subject to forty-one different combinations of Micro-LAM machining parameters. Raman 

provided information on residual stress, additional phases, and relative crystallinity, 

which enabled the optimal Micro-LAM parameters to be identified.  With the use of laser 

assistance with several machining conditions, the results show a clear improvement in the 

silicon’s quality, giving silicon with low residual stress, high phase purity, and good 

relative crystallinity.   

 

Keywords: Ductile, machining, Raman, silicon, stresses, Micro-LAM, laser, assistance 
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Introduction 

 

 Machining of brittle materials has become a more important topic in recent years 

as the technological and structural uses of ceramic and semiconductor single crystals 

have increased.  During the production process, the raw part frequently requires 

machining to meet the desired dimensional tolerances or surface finish.  However, the 

machining can incur a severe penalty in terms of both damage to the material [1] and 

additional expenditure that can account for 60-90% of the product’s final cost [2].  The 

damage can lessen the material’s performance and lifetime by leading to premature 

material failure. 

 Given the drawbacks of traditional machining, new methods that are more cost 

effective and cause less damage are needed.  One such method is Micro-Laser Assisted 

Machining, or Micro-LAM (Micro-LAM Technologies, Battle Creek, MI), which has 

been applied to the machining of silicon in this study.  It is based on Single Point 

Diamond Turning (SPDT), which uses a diamond stylus to put high pressure on a brittle 

material with the intent of causing it to behave in a ductile fashion [3].  If it can be 

machined in the ductile region it allows for many of the difficulties of traditional 

machining, such as micro-cracking, to be avoided [4].   
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Figure 6.1: Depiction of the Micro-LAM process.  As with SPDT, a diamond stylus is 

used to induce a brittle to ductile transition; however with the Micro-LAM process a laser 

shines through the stylus to thermally assist the machining process. Figure based on [5]. 

 

 With the Micro-LAM process, in situ laser assistance is used to augment the 

ductility of the material and potentially enhance phase transitions which aid in the 

machining, and is seen in Figure 6.1.  The diamond stylus is attached to an infra-red laser 

by fiber optics [5] which enables the laser’s energy to be transmitted through the diamond 

stylus onto the sample. This thermally softens the material, promoting the brittle to 

ductile transition [6] and lowering the apparent hardness of the machined material by as 

much as 50% [7]. 

 Silicon is valuable for optical and electrical applications, and its brittle nature 

makes the Micro-LAM process a promising method to machine it.  As reported by 
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Jasinevicius et al. [8], based on the work of [9] silicon can undergo several phase 

transformations during the mechanical loading and unloading associated with machining. 

There are two different sequences of phase transformations possible during the unloading  

dependent upon the unloading rate [9]; both sequences can give rise to amorphous 

silicon, which must be annealed to give the Si-I phase. Since the various phases occur as 

a result of mechanical loading and unloading it is possible for various combinations of 

the phases to be present when a silicon surface is finished using SPDT.   

 The surface finish for silicon when using the Micro-LAM process has been 

studied in earlier work which found a reduction in the silicon wafers’ roughness, Ra, from 

0.85 μm (unpolished) to 0.23 μm after machining with a minimal number of passes [10]. 

With more passes the Micro-LAM method was found to give an improved finish with Ra 

of 5 nm [11], making it a better reflective surface than conventionally finished wafers.  It 

has also been shown [12] that when machining parameters are optimized, the Micro-

LAM process has the potential to keep the Si-I phase pure.  However, if these parameters 

are not optimized,several other silicon phases have been found to be present.  It is 

suggested in this study that annealing of the high pressure phases back to the Si-I phase 

by the laser used for assisting machining is vitally important. 

 Raman microspectroscopy (microRaman) which combines Raman spectroscopy 

with optical microscopy has the ability to look at a variety of near-surface properties with 

a high degree of spatial resolution [13]. In silicon, microRaman can be used to look at 

residual stresses, different crystal phases, and relative crystallinity, and, hence, offers a 

valuable insight into the effect of machining on the quality of a silicon surface beyond 

simply measuring roughness.  Raman can be used to quantify residual stress as changes 
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in a Raman peak’s position follow a linear function relating stress to changes in peak 

position. This is seen in many materials including ceramics and single crystal 

semiconductors [13].  The dependence of Raman peaks on stress stems from the lattice 

vibration modes that give rise to the peaks. A local stress causes a change in bond length 

(strain) which modifies the energy of the vibrational modes, hence changing the Raman 

spectral peak positions in ways that can be quantified.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Micro-LAM method with a range of different machining parameters was used to 

produce machined surface on (100) single crystal silicon. The Micro-LAM system used a 

modified universal micro-Tribometer as shown in Figure 6.2 A 10 μm diameter fiber 

optical cable was used to connect a 1064 nm wavelength, 100W infrared laser to the 

micro-Tribometer.  The turning tool is made up of a diamond tip (stylus) with a 5 μm 

radius, that was connected with a transparent epoxy to the optical fiber, hence allowing 

the laser’s energy to pass through the diamond stylus directly onto the silicon at the point 

of contact.   
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Figure 6.2: The modified universal micro-Tribometer used for the Micro-LAM 

machining.   

 

 Three wafers of silicon, each subject to multiple different machining conditions, 

were examined.  Various machining conditions were used in concentric rings on these 

wafers.  In total, forty-one different combinations of machining parameters were 

examined, the specifics of which are given in Table 6.1.   
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Machining Conditions 

Sample 

Number 

Laser 

Power 

(W) 

Feed 

Rate 

(μm/

rev) 

Maximum 

Cutting 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Sample 

Number 

Laser 

Power 

(W) 

Feed 

Rate 

(μm/

rev) 

Maximum 

Cutting 

Speed 

(m/s) 

1 8.2 30 2.44 e-2 22 8.8 10 1.92 e-2 

2 8.2 10 2.34 e-2 23 8.8 2 1.80 e-2 

3 8.2 2 2.23 e-2 24 9 10 1.64 e-2 

4 5.28 30 2.07 e-2 25 9 2 1.53 e-2 

5 5.28 10 1.96 e-2 26 4 10 1.34 e-2 

6 5.28 2 1.85 e-2 27 4 2 1.23 e-2 

7 9 30 1.68 e-2 28 6.8 10 1.07 e-2 

8 9 10 1.58 e-2 29 6.8 2 0.96 e-2 

9 9 2 1.46 e-2 30 6.5 10 0.81 e-2 

10 8 30 1.29 e-2 31 6.5 2 0.70 e-2 

11 8 10 1.18 e-2 32 9 10 0.54 e-2 

12 8 2 1.07 e-2 33 9 2 0.42 e-2 

13 8 30 0.91 e-2 34 0 30 1.91 e-2 

14 8 10 0.80 e-2 35 0 30 1.44 e-2 

15 8 2 0.68 e-2 36 0 10 1.27 e-2 

16 0 10 0.51 e-2 37 0 2 1.16 e-2 

17 0 2 0.40 e-2 38 0 10 1.00 e-2 

18 8.2 10 2.51 e-2 39 0 2 0.91 e-2 

19 8.2 2 2.39 e-2 40 0 10 0.72 e-2 

20 6 10 2.22 e-2 41 0 2 0.61 e-2 

21 6 2 2.10 e-2     

Table 6.1: Machining conditions examined in this study.  The maximum cutting speed 

refers to the speed at the outer edge of the ring containing the specific machining 

conditions. 

 

 Samples were examined with a Renishaw InVia™ Raman spectrometer.  Line 

scans with a spacing of 2 μm were performed on each machining condition using two 

different Raman excitation lasers with wavelengths of 514 nm and 633 nm respectively. 

Different volumes at the surface are sampled with the two lasers as there is dependence 

between wavelength and the depth of penetration, which for these lasers into silicon are 

762 nm and 3000 nm respectively [14].  The Raman spectra obtained during the line 
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scans were fitted with Renishaw’s Wire 3.4 software. Spectra that oversaturated the 

Raman’s CCD did not contain enough Si-I for stress measurements so were removed.  

Furthermore, scans that contained excessive nanocrystalline material or peak splitting 

were removed as the standard Si-I peak is not present in these cases, as demonstrated in 

[14] for nanocrystalline silicon and [15] for peak splitting.   

Fitting the peaks in the Raman spectra to identify the peaks’ positions, relative 

sizes and widths enables the residual stress, relative phase purity, and crystallinity (from 

the normalized curve width) to be examined.  The residual stress was found from the 

peak shift when compared to the unstressed peak position using the formula below from 

Jasinevicius et al. [16]: 

ω = ωo + 0.52P  (1)  

where ω is the shifted peak position in wavenumbers (waves per centimeter, cm-1), ωo is 

the unstressed peak position, and P is the hydrostatic stress in Kilobar. This formula 

assumes stress is hydrostatic and gives a value for stress averaged over different 

directions in the machined silicon.  It is important to note that by convention due to 

silicon’s positive phonon potentials, compressive stresses are denoted as positive in these 

calculations rather than positive for tensile (which is more typical for mechanical 

measurements).    

To find the relative phase purity, the equation below which is similar to the one 

used by Gogotsi, et al [17] was used: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐼515−525

𝐼350−515+𝐼515−525
 (2) 
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where 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 is the relative phase purity (maximum value 1 for pure Si-I). 𝐼350−515 is 

obtained from the Raman spectra by totaling the intensity of all peaks in the range of 350-

515 cm-1 and 𝐼515−525 is the total intensity of all peaks in the range of 515-525 cm-1, 

which is the range for the Si-I peak however it is shifted.  Thus, if the sample only 

contains Si-I there will be a single peak in the range 515-525 cm-1 and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 will be 1, 

while if there is no Si-I peak present  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 would be 0.  If peaks had a negative intensity 

(an anomaly of the Wire 3.4 software curve fitting process) then the peak intensity was 

set to zero.   

 To find the normalized phase width, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) for 

the fitted Si-I peak was divided by the value for the FWHM for an unstressed, single 

crystal piece of silicon. In Raman spectroscopy this is widely used as a measure of 

crystallinity [18]. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

 The micro-Raman with two different wavelength lasers was used to examine each 

of the forty-one different machining conditions. For each of these the raw Raman data 

was analyzed to give the residual stress, relative phase purity, and normalized curve 

width (crystallinity). Average values over the Raman line scans for each set of conditions 

were obtained.  To provide a standard for the ranges of the properties obtained when the 

samples were machined with laser assistance the results were compared to those 

machined without laser assistance.  Machining, by its nature, is expected to give a 

scattering of residual stress, relative phase purity, and crystallinity, but comparing the 
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range of values with and without laser assistance allows for a greater understanding of the 

laser’s effect on the machining process. 

Across all the samples, the average residual stress results (seen in Figure 6.3) 

when using laser assistance during machining are almost entirely positive in terms of 

reducing the magnitude of residual stresses.  For the 514 nm Raman laser (relatively 

shallow penetration depth) the range of average stresses was much smaller with laser 

assistance than without, and had a smaller tensile stress.  The laser assistance did, 

however, make for a higher compressive residual stress than when no laser assistance was 

used.  For the 633 nm scans, the sample machined with the laser assistance had a higher 

range, as well as higher maximum stresses (compressive).  It should be noted, that while 

the range is larger, the average residual stress obtained with the 633 nm Raman laser 

scans is 179.8 MPa with laser-assisted machining, compared to 224.5 MPa without laser 

assistance.   
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Figure 6.3:  Ranges of average residual stress across all the samples machined with and 

without laser assistance. The values obtained using both Raman laser wavelengths (633 

nm and 514 nm) are shown.  The control, or point of zero residual stress, for an 

unmachined Si-I sample is shown as well. The solid lines on each bar demonstrate the 

average residual stress of all individual scans in that dataset, and that stress is noted next 

to the line.  Note that for silicon the convention is to plot compressive stress as positive.  

  

Across all the samples the relative phase purity with laser assistance during 

machining shows a marked improvement over those machined without laser assistance.  

As seen in Figure 6.4, the range of values for the samples machined with laser assistance 

is smaller than the range seen without laser assistance.  Furthermore, the minimums and 

maximums of phase purity with laser-assisted machining are closer to those of the control 

than the values seen without laser assistance. This applies when both the 514 nm and 633 
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nm Raman lasers are used.  Generally speaking, machining with laser assistance is giving 

more phase pure material than without it.   

Similar results were seen for the average normalized curve width, seen in Figure 

6.5, which is a measure of crystallinity. That very narrow peak width implies a large 

single crystallinity with few defects, while a wider peak implies more defects and a 

polycrystalline material with small grains (even nanocrystalline if the peak is very wide). 

The range of peak widths is smaller with laser assistance, as well as being closer to the 

control, showing that using laser-assisted machining generally results in better quality 

crystals.  When the peak width data is looked at together with the other data, it is seen 

that using laser assistance generally gives better results than not using it.   
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Figure 6.4:  Ranges of average relative phase purity across all the samples machined with 

and without laser assistance. The values obtained using both Raman laser wavelengths 

(633 nm and 514 nm) are shown.  The control value of 1 is for an unmachined, phase 

pure Si-I sample. The solid lines on each bar demonstrate the average relative phase 

purity of all individual scans in that dataset, and that phase purity is noted next to the line. 
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Figure 6.5:  Ranges of average normalized curve width across all the samples machined 

with and without laser assistance. The values obtained using both Raman laser 

wavelengths (633 nm and 514 nm) are shown.  The control, or the normalized width of 

the single crystal silicon standard, is shown as well.  The solid lines on each bar 

demonstrate the average normalized curve width of all individual scans in that dataset, 

and that width is noted next to the line. Some of the results have a better (lower) value 

than the control, and it is possible that the laser assistance is annealing the sample giving 

a more defect free Si-I phase than that seen in the standard single crystal sample. 

  

The overall results shown on Figure 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 give a clear indication that 

adding the infra-red laser during the machining process can provide for good results.  

Also, the averages of the datasets are better with laser assistance for all material 

properties, except for stress measured with the 514 nm laser, further showing the value of 

laser assistance during machining.  However, the overlap in the ranges between the 
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settings with laser assistance and those without shows that poor results are also possible 

with the wrong settings.  This shows the need for the process to be optimized to give a 

machined surface that has low residual stress, low additional amounts of phases other 

than Si-I, and good crystallinity.   

An example of a Raman spectrum of a highly phase pure Si-I material after 

machining with near-optimal parameters can be seen in Figure 6.6. When the process is 

not optimized, it is often readily apparent in the Raman spectra of the material. Figure 6.7 

shows one such spectrum where various crystalline and amorphous phases are present in 

greater amounts than the primary Si-I phase.   

 

Figure 6.6: A Raman spectrum of a silicon sample machined using laser assistance with a 

laser power of 8 W and a 2 μm/rev feed rate. The spectrum was obtained using a Raman 

excitation laser of 514 nm wavelength. Only one peak which corresponds to the Si-I 

phase is present indicating good phase purity.   
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Figure 6.7: A Raman spectrum of a silicon sample machined using laser assistance with a 

laser power of 9 W and 2 μm/rev feed rate. The spectrum was obtained using a Raman 

excitation laser of 514 nm wavelength. This sample shows many extra phases as well as a 

large amount of amorphous material.   

 

There are other dangers with using non-optimal parameters during the machining 

process one of which results in significant peak splitting as can be seen in the spectrum of 

Figure 6.8.  This split represents a breakdown in the degeneracy of the phonon modes 

from a triplet with two transverse optical and one longitudinal optical mode all with the 

same Raman peak to a singlet and doublet peak. The splitting of the peak is due to stress 

having a different effect on one of the optical phonon modes compared to the effect on 

the other two modes [9, 17].  Distinguishing the split peaks and fitting them in order to 

find the stresses acting is difficult and requires assumptions to be made about the relative 

amplitudes of the peaks. For this reason, no residual stress analysis was performed on 

spectra exhibiting splitting.  Nonetheless, the presence of these spectra does show that 

there are areas of the sample that are under a more complex stress state (not simply 
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hydrostratic as assumed by equation (1)),which is generally not a desirable result of the 

machining process.  With laser assistance during the machining, splitting was found to 

have occurred only in 0.06% of the spectra obtained with the 514 nm Raman laser, while 

without laser assistance it was almost ten times as likely at 0.61%.  Interestingly, the 

reverse was seen with the 633 nm Raman laser with 3.06% of the spectra showing peak 

splitting time after laser-assisted machining compared to 0.90% of peaks splitting without 

laser assistance. The extra depth that the 633 nm Raman laser penetrates into the surface 

compared to the 514 nm Raman laser suggests that the use of laser assistance during 

machining can impact the stresses several microns below the surface.  

Figure 6.8: A Raman spectrum of a silicon sample machined using laser assistance with a 

laser power of 5.28 W and 2 μm/rev feed rate. The spectrum was obtained using a Raman 

excitation laser of 633 nm wavelength. While a small amount of amorphous material is 

present, a complex stress state has led to the 520 cm-1 peak splitting into a double and 

singlet.   
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 Laser-assisted machining can also give rise to significant amounts of 

nanocrystalline silicon if the parameters are not properly optimized.  This gives a 

markedly different Raman spectrum [9] which can be seen in Figure 6.9.  This 

transformation to nanocrystalline silicon should be avoided if machining is intended to 

retain the original single crystal silicon. The current study found that an excessive amount 

of nanocrystalline silicon (enough that stress readings could not be trusted) was seen in 

0.58% of the Raman spectra obtained with the 514 nm Raman laser (that is at shallow 

depths) when laser assistance was used during machining. For deeper depths (using the 

633 nm Raman laser) there was 0% of the spectra exhibiting nanocrystalline silicon. 

Given that the 633 nm Raman laser probes shallow as well as deeper depths it is likely 

that nanocrystalline silicon is confined to a region close to the surface with the Raman for 

single crystal silicon at deeper depths giving a much stronger peak at 520 cm-1. On 

samples machined without laser assistance a high fraction (19.1%) of the spectra showed 

evidence of nanocrystalline silicon using the 514 nm Raman laser. Again the deeper 

penetrating 633 nm Raman laser showed no evidence of nanocrystalline silicon. Raman 

spectra showing significant amounts of nanocrystalline silicon were excluded from 

analysis of residual stress, additional phases, and curve width. 
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Figure 6.9: Raman spectra of a silicon sample machined with no laser assistance and 30 

μm/rev feed rate. The spectrum was obtained with the 514 nm Raman laser.  The 

spectrum shows nanocrystalline silicon, with the peaks of visible phonon modes labeled. 

The main Si-I peak is shifted to a lower wavenumber and becomes asymmetrical when 

the silicon is nanocrystalline [9].   

 

 The combinatorial approach used in this study examined forty-one different 

combinations of machining parameters, and the Raman was performed with two 

excitation laser wavelengths sampling different depths into the silicon. This enabled the 

effect of machining on three different properties (residual stress, phases present and 

crystallinity) to be examined as a function of machining conditions and, hence, gives an 

excellent baseline for optimizing the process.  This can be done by looking at plots of the 

average relative phase purity versus average residual stress for each set of machining 

parameters (see Figure 6.10). Similar plots can be done for the average normalized curve 

width versus average residual stress, and average relative phase purity versus average 
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normalized curve width (see Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively).  On each plot, the most 

desirable location combining the better of the two physical properties indicates the 

machining conditions closest to the optimum.  When all three plots are looked at for 

commonalities the best overall machining conditions can be found.   

 

Figure 6.10:  Graph of average relative phase amount vs average residual stress for each 

set of machining parameters. The data was obtained with a Raman laser of either 514 nm 

or 633 nm wavelength.  The machining conditions that give the best results, representing 

low stresses and high phase purity, are in the bottom right corner;this is expanded for 

clarity.  38 is not included in this graph as its large tensile stress, -425 MPa, skews the 

graph.   
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Figure 6.11:  Graph of average normalized curve width vs average residual stress for each 

set of machining parameters. The data was obtained with a Raman laser of either 514 nm 

or 633 nm wavelength.  The machining conditions that give the best results , representing 

low stresses and good crystallinity, are in the bottom left corner; this part is expanded for 

clarity.  38 is not included in this graph.  
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Figure 6.12:  Graph of average relative phase purity vs average normalized curve width 

for each set of machining parameters. The data was obtained with a Raman laser of either 

514 nm or 633 nm wavelength.  The machining conditions that give the best results, 

representing high relative phase purity and good crystallinity, are in the bottom right 

corner; this part is expanded for clarity.  38 is not included in this graph as it skews the 

graph.   

 

 Considering all the data for each of the machining conditions there were four 

settings for the various parameters that all had stresses below 200 MPa, relative phase 

purities greater than 0.95, and normalized curve widths (crystallinity) below 1.1 when 

examined with both the 514 nm and 633 nm Raman lasers. These conditions and the 

corresponding Raman measurements are given in Table 6.2.   
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Optimal Machining Conditions 

Sample 

Number 

Machining 

Condition 

514nm 

Average 

Residual  

Stress 

(MPa) 

514nm 

Average 

Relative 

Phase 

Purity 

514nm 

Average 

Norm. 

Curve 

Width 

633nm 

Average 

Residual 

Stress 

(MPa) 

633nm 

Average 

Relative 

Phase 

Purity 

633nm 

Average 

Norm. 

Curve 

Width 

3 8.2 W, 2 

μm/rev, 

2.23e-2 

m/s 

182 0.99 1.06 115 1 0.94 

9 9 W, 2 

μm/rev, 

1.46e-2 

m/s 

138 1.00 1.00 78 1 0.81 

12 8 W, 2 

μm/rev, 

1.07e-2 

m/s 

199 0.97 1.03 101 1 0.79 

13 8 W, 30 

μm/rev, 

0.91e-2 

m/s 

104 0.98 1.01 33 .99 0.83 

Table 6.2:  The four machining conditions that gave the best results in terms of the 

Raman measurements when using both the 514 nm and 633 nm Raman lasers    

 

 These machining conditions meet high standards for the three material properties 

tested.  All of them feature high laser power for the laser assistance, and three of the four 

have the feed rate of 2 μm/rev.  Of the machining conditions examined, it appears that in 

order to get a good balance of material properties a large amount of energy needs to be 

put into the material.  For the most part, this is accompanied by a low feed rate, allowing 

the laser to pass over the sample many times. This gives greater opportunity for the laser-

assistance to anneal any damage caused by the earlier passes.   

The optimal parameters of Table 6.2 have good results in terms of all three 

Raman measurements, but depending on the design needs of the final product this may or 
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may not be the best machining conditions.  For instance, there may be situations where 

phase purity and crystallinity are more important than low residual stress, or in other 

applications it may be a different property that is of greatest importance.  While the 

machining conditions in Table 6.2 were excellent overall, some machining conditions 

gave excellent values for one or two of the measurements at the expense of the third.  For 

example, 27 with the 514 nm Raman laser had a residual stress of 23 MPa and a 

normalized curve width of 1.08, but the phase purity was 0.94.  If phase purity is not a 

high priority for a particular application, these may be better machining conditions than 

any in Table 6.2. 

 It should be noted that one condition with no laser assistance, 17, was almost 

good enough to make it into the optimized samples.  Its curve width for the 514 nm laser 

excitation was just above the necessary threshold.  This was an unexpected result, and it 

would appear it is possible to get good results without laser assistance during machining, 

but achieving good results is easier with laser assistance. 

 

Conclusions 

This study examined the differences in the surface quality of silicon machined 

with traditional SPDT and with the Micro-LAM process. The study looked at optimizing 

the results of the Micro-LAM process by finding conditions that minimized residual 

stress, while maintaining relative phase purity and crystallinity. Using micro-Raman to 

assess the silicon's surface and varying a range of machining parameters, a pattern 
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emerged for how to achieve optimal machining. Of the four optimal conditions identified 

all were found to have a high laser power, and three of them also had a low feed rate.  

The consistency observed in the optimal conditions, combined with the fact that 

some of the worst results were obtained with a low laser power, or even no laser 

assistance, shows the necessity of putting a sizeable amount of energy into the silicon 

during machining to achieve the thermal softening and annealing needed to increase 

ductility and to alleviate machining damage. This is essential for maximizing the quality 

of the machined silicon's surface. The good results for low feed rates with high laser 

powers further support this, since the low feed rate allows for more passes over the 

sample and therefore more laser energy being put into a given volume at the surface. 

While it is difficult to discern if a lack of thermal softening or annealing is 

responsible for the poor results for samples machined with low laser power or no laser 

assistance, it is clear that without laser assistance, annealing is unlikely. There is evidence 

for this in the large amount of unwanted phases present when traditional methods are 

used. Separating the effects of the lack of annealing from those due to thermal softening 

during machining on the resultant stresses and reduced crystallinity is difficult, but it is 

unlikely annealing does not play a role as it relieves stresses and improves a sample's 

crystallinity. However, due to silicon’s complex transformations during loading and 

unloading, thermal softening undoubtedly plays a role in easing the machining process. 

Further research needs to be done to understand how the two effects of the laser interact 

and impact the machining outcome. 

This current study has shown both the benefits of the Micro-LAM method and the 

necessity of using a high laser energy to obtain the best results. When the machining 
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conditions are optimized, the resulting surface of the silicon showed low residual stresses, 

high relative phase purity, and high relative crystallinity. In summary, the work shows a 

substantial and significant benefit from using high laser energy with the Micro-LAM 

method when machining silicon compared to the results obtained with traditional SPDT. 
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Abstract 

Machining of ceramics and crystalline semiconductors is often a necessary processing 

step, but is both expensive and potentially damaging to the surface. Micro-Laser Assisted 

Machining (micro-LAM) adds in situ laser assistance to traditional single point diamond 

turning to increase throughput, hence lowering cost, while simultaneously reducing the 

damage caused by machining. Micro-Raman spectroscopy was used to examine residual 

stress, changes in relative crystallinity, and creation of additional phases when using 

different settings the machining of silicon. Low residual stress, high relative crystallinity, 

and a high relative phase purity are all achieved with optimal machining parameters, laser 

power, and feed rate, but non-optimal settings have detrimental effects on the surface 

properties. 

 

Introduction 

 

 Ceramics and single crystal semiconductors are frequently produced with 

dimensions and morphologies that do not conform to those required for their intended 

application. As a result, some form of surface finishing and machining is almost always 
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necessary in order to reach the required tolerances for size and surface finish. This 

processing step is often a major source of damage during production as shown by Zhang 

et al (2003) and can account for 60-90% of a part’s cost as described by Chin (2002). 

Despite not always being apparent, the damage due to machining can lead to early failure 

as well as a decrease in the functional performance of the material.  

 Due to the damaging and expensive nature of “traditional” machining new 

techniques are constantly being sought that can bring down the cost and improve the 

quality of the machined material. Micro-Laser Assisted machining, or Micro-LAM, is 

one of the most promising of these techniques. It uses a method that is similar to Single 

Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) based on the principle that high pressures can cause 

brittle materials to behave in a ductile fashion during removal (as described by Patten et 

al., 2005). When machining is done in the ductile regime it alleviates many of the hazards 

of “traditional” machining, such as microcracking, (as described in Kovalchenko, 2013). 
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Figure 7.1: The Micro-LAM process (figure adapted from Patten et al., 2011) which is 

similar to SPDT, but a laser is shone through the diamond stylus to thermally soften the 

material and augment the phase transformed region. 

 The Micro-LAM process involves the use of a laser to assist the phase 

transformation and subsequent machining. The diamond stylus is connected to a laser 

through fiber optics (as seen in Patten et al., 2011) which enables the laser to shine 

through the stylus onto the sample. This gives thermal softening of the material and 

makes the brittle to ductile transition more favorable, (as described in Ravindra et al., 

2011). This can be seen in terms of mechanical properties as a lowering of the apparent 

hardness of the material by as much as 50%, (see Shayan et al., 2009). 

 The current study focuses on silicon because of its importance as a material for 

optical and electric applications, and because it is an excellent candidate for machining 

via Micro-LAM. Silicon undergoes a complex phase change under pressure (shown in 

Jasinevivius et al., 2007). During loading, the Si-I transforms to Si-II. If the unloading 
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rate is slow, this transforms into Si-XII, then Si-III and finally Si-IV/Si-XIII. If the 

unloading rate is fast, it goes from Si-II to Si-IX and then to amorphous. With annealing 

both routes can give amorphous Si, which transforms to Si-I. The uniqueness of the 

brittle to ductile transition in silicon, and its dependence on pressure and rate, often give 

multiple phases that are not present with other materials. It has also been found that at 

smaller cut depths more amorphous Si is present while at deeper cuts more Si-XII, Si-III 

and Si-IV are found. It was postulated that the smaller cuts had less stress associated with 

them, which leads to faster unloading, hence the amorphous Si. The amorphous phase is 

almost always present when silicon undergoes this kind of process, and it can be an issue 

in terms of the silicon’s subsequent performance. 

 Previous studies have looked at the effect of the Micro-LAM process on the 

surface finish of silicon. Preliminary work by Mohammadi et al. (2014) showed a 

reduction in the roughness, Ra, of unpolished wafers from 0.85μm to 0.23μm with as few 

as two passes using the Micro-LAM process. With closer to optimal conditions, an even 

better value of Ra (around 5nm) was reported by Ravindra et al. (2013); this level of 

smoothness allows for a more reflective surface than conventionally polished wafers. 

However, it has been found that if the Micro-LAM parameters are not correct, large 

amounts of additional phases such as Si-III, Si-IV, and Si-XII, as well as the original Si-I 

phase, can be present. Optimizing the machining parameters gives a final material that 

can be close to phase pure (as shown by Ravindra, et al., 2012). None of these previous 

studies have examined the residual stresses, crystallinity, and phases present after the 

Micro-LAM process, all of which contribute to the subsequent performance and potential 

failure of the material. 
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Here, Raman spectroscopy coupled to optical microscopy (micro-Raman) is 

employed to look at residual stress, relative phase purity, and relative crystallinity in 

silicon before and after machining with the Micro-LAM process. Raman looks at shifts in 

an incident laser’s wavelength due to excitation of lattice vibrational modes in a 

crystalline material. As such, Raman can be used to look at residual stresses that strain 

the lattice, giving rise to changes in bond length and vibrational modes. The shift in a 

Raman spectral peak between a stressed and an unstressed state is a well-documented 

method for measuring stresses. It is applicable to many materials (Colomban, 2002), with 

the stress being linearly related to the change in peak position for many ceramics and 

single crystal semiconductors, such as the silicon of interest here. 

 

Experimental 

Single crystal silicon samples finished using the laser assisted machining method 

combined with an ultraprecision diamond turning machine were provided by Micro-LAM 

Inc., Portage, MI, USA. The samples were machined on a Precitech N250 using the 

Micro-LAM Optimus setup.  The laser assistance came from a 1064nm diode laser.  The 

machining parameters are described in Table 7.1.   
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Table 7.1: Machining conditions for single crystal silicon samples machined with the 

ultraprecision diamond turning machine. 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Highly reflective single crystal silicon samples machined with the Micro-

LAM technique on an ultra-high precision diamond turning machine.   

Raman micro-spectroscopy of all the samples were undertaken with a Renishaw 

InVia™ Raman spectrometer. All samples were examined with Raman excitation lasers 

of 514 nm and 633 nm, which penetrate 762 and 3000 nm respectively as seen in “Strain 

Sample Depth of Cut (μm) Feed Rate 

(μm/rev) 

Laser Power  

A 5 2 10% of 200W 

B 5 0.5 10% of 200W 

C 5 2 30% of 200W 

D 5 0.5 30% of 200W 
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Measurements of a Si Cap”, and areas of 40 x 40 μm were mapped with scans taken 

every 2 μm.   

The Raman spectra were then fitted with the Renishaw Wire 3.4 software, which 

comes with the spectrometer. From this fitting, the peak shift from the unstressed peak 

(taken from a piece of single crystal silicon) was found, and the stress was found using 

the following formula from Jasinevicius et al. (2008).  

ω = ωo + 0.52P  (1) 

where ω is the peak position, ωo is the unstressed peak position, and P is the stress in 

Kilobar. For single crystal Si-I there is a single strong peak at 520 cm-1, which 

corresponds to ωo. Note that by convention for silicon compressive stress is given as 

positive and tensile stress as negative. 

 

Results 

 Figure 7.3 shows the average residual stress values obtained using the 514 nm and 

633 nm Raman lasers on the samples. It should be noted that no residual stress could be 

obtained using the 514 nm laser for sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 30% laser 

power). This does not mean the surface was stress free, rather that strong Raman peaks 

(due to the presence of additional phases) prevented the calculation of a residual stress.   
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Figure 7.3: Average residual stress values in the high precision turned samples. 514nm 

and 633nm data is presented along with the feed rate and the laser power during the 

machining.     Error bars found by propagating errors. *For sample C, the 2 μm/rev feed 

rate with 30% laser power, using a Raman laser of 514 nm there is insufficient Si-I to 

measure the residual stress. 

 Sample B (0.5 μm/rev, 10% laser power) has the highest residual stress of 258 ± 

13.6 MPa when measured with the 514 nm Raman laser. It also has the second highest 

stress when the Raman with the 633 nm laser is used. The largest stress with the 633 nm 

Raman laser is with sample C (2 μm/rev, 30% laser power). Sample D (0.5 μm/rev, 30% 

laser power) has the lowest residual stresses for both the 514 nm and 633 nm Raman 

lasers, though it is of note that at 633 nm, the average residual stress is tensile. For both 

the 514 nm and 633 nm lasers the average stresses are very low at 140 ± 13.6 MPa and -
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33 ± 13.6 MPa , respectively. For a sample polished with a high quality mirror finish, 

these low stresses are very good. 

Maps of the Raman peak shift for the samples (Figures 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7) show 

how much residual stress varies over the surface. As well as the maximum values, 

consistency of the residual stress over the surface is desirable as it avoids stress 

concentration “hot spots” that could lead to early failure. For this reason, it is good to 

look at the stress maps for each machining condition. These reinforce the view that the 

conditions for sample D, Figure 5, gives the best results in terms of residual stresses. The 

stress maps obtained with the 514 nm and 633nm Raman lasers also give insight into how 

the stress changes with depth as the two lasers probe different volumes at the surface 

(633 nm penetrating deeper than 514 nm).   

 

Figure 7.4: Stress maps of sample B (machined at 0.5 μm/rev and 10% laser power) 

obtained using the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 633 nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on the far right represents stress, in MPa.   
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Figure 7.5: Stress maps of sample D (machined at 0.5 μm/rev and 30% laser power) 

obtained using the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 633 nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on the far right represents stress, in MPa. 

 

Figure 7.6: Stress maps of sample A (machined at 2 μm/rev and 10% laser power) 

obtained using the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 63 3nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on the far right represents stress, in MPa. 
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Figure 7.7: Stress map of sample C (machined at 2 μm/rev and 30% laser power) 

obtained using the 633nm Raman laser. The bar on the right represents stress, in MPa. 

Note that the stress could not be measured using the 513 nm laser to due to the many 

phases present. 

 

In terms of uniformity of the residual stress, relatively little scatter is seen for 

most of the samples and Raman laser wavelengths and the values only vary over a range 

of 80 MPa. The anomaly is the map for sample C (feed rate 2 μm/rev and 30% laser 

power) taken with the 633 nm Raman laser, which has a range of 500 MPa in stress, 

including several spots which differ from the average by hundreds of MPa. This is 
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probably because of the presence of many phases at the surface when it has finished 

using these machining conditions. For the better samples (notably sample D) a good 

finish is obtained with desirably low residual stress and a small range of stresses. Figures 

7.4, 7.5, 7.6 show that the stresses measured for samples A, B, and C using the 514 nm 

Raman laser are uniformly higher than those measured with the 633 nm Raman laser. 

This reflects the fact that the 633 nm penetrates further and samples volumes deeper in 

the sample. At deeper depths below the surface the impact of the Micro-LAM process is 

expected to be less pronounced. This is also true for sample D, but in this instance the 

machining results in many phases being present at the shallow depths measured with the 

514 nm Raman laser.  

 Other information can be obtained from the Raman data including the relative full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Raman spectral peaks. This is generally used as a 

measure of crystallinity, and can be used to assess how machining distorts the crystal 

lattice in single crystal silicon. While Raman cannot give the rigorous data about 

crystallinity provided by X-ray diffraction (XRD), it does give an idea of how “good” the 

crystal structure is for a material. Narrower Raman peaks are taken to be a sign of better 

crystallinity. Figure 7.8 gives the relative peak widths (crystallinity) for the machined 

samples and the two Raman lasers give an indication of how crystallinity changes with 

depth.  
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Figure 7.8: Average Relative Peak Widths in the high precision turned samples. 514 nm 

and 633 nm Raman laser data is presented along with the feed rate and the laser power 

during the machining. Error bars represent standard error. *The 514 nm Raman laser data 

for sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, 30% laser power) is not zero, but the Si-I peak was 

too weak to measure due to the presence of other phases. 

   

 As would be expected of each machining condition, the peaks for the 633 nm 

Raman laser are narrower than the peaks for the 514 nm Raman laser. This reflects the 

greater penetration into the less damaged interior of the sample using the longer 

wavelength Raman laser. Sample B (with a feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev, and 10% laser power) 

had the narrowest peaks, showing it has the best relative crystallinity out of all the 
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machined samples. It should be noted that some results have a lower value than the 

control’s of 1, which could be due to annealing from the laser assistance that makes for 

better machining quality than the standard.   

The same mapping that was used to examine residual stress in the material was 

also used to look at the distribution of the peak widths in the sample. All of the machined 

samples showed very uniform peak widths over the mapped areas, as seen in Figures 7.9, 

7.10, and 7.11. As with residual stress, consistent relative crystallinity avoids localized 

spots that can become as points of failure. Only sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 30% 

laser power) had a large range for peak width of 0.62 cm-1 as shown in Figure 7.12 for the 

633 nm Raman laser. Sample C has the largest stress, the widest peaks, and as will be 

seen, the most additional phases as well. 
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Figure 7.9: Peak width maps for sample B, machined with a feed rate of .5 μm/rev and 

10% laser power. Two penetration depths with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 

633nm Raman laser (right) show a small range in crystallinity. The bar on the far right 

represents the normalized peak width. 
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Figure 7.10: Peak width maps for sample D, machined with a feed rate of .5 μm/rev and 

30% laser power. Two penetration depths with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 

633nm Raman laser (right) show the uniformity of the crystallinity. The bar on the far 

right represents the normalized peak width. 
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Figure 7.11: Peak width maps for sample A, machined with a feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 

10% laser power. Two penetration depths with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 

633nm Raman laser (right) show the uniformity of the crystallinity. The bar on the far 

right represents the normalized peak width. 
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Figure 7.12: Peak width map for sample C machined with a feed rate of 2 μm/rev, and 

30% laser power obtained using the 633 nm Raman laser. The bar on the right represents 

peak width.   

 

 Since silicon can form different phases under pressure, and the Micro-LAM 

process exerts pressure on the sample, it is important to examine the additional phases in 

these silicon samples. Additional phases can cause differences in the mechanical, 

electrical, and optical properties of the machined silicon in comparison to pure Si-I, 

therefore minimizing the presence of these phases after the machining is desirable. To 

judge the overall performance of the Micro-LAM process it is vital that the presence of 

multiple phases be considered along with the residual stresses and crystallinity already 
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discussed. As shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14, the Raman spectra shows the presence of 

many phases after machining, in this case for sample C.   

 

Figure 7.13: Raman spectra for sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 30% laser power) 

taken with the 514 nm Raman laser. Si-III, Si-IV, Si-XII, and amorphous silicon are 

present, while no Si-I peak at 520 cm-1 is seen.    
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Figure 7.14: Raman spectra for sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 30% laser power) 

taken with the 633 nm Raman laser. Si-III, Si-IV, Si-XII, and amorphous silicon are 

present, along with a small Si-I peak. 

 

 A significant number of additional Raman peaks for sample C are seen with both 

the 514 nm and 633 nm Raman lasers as shown in the spectra of Figures 7.13 and 7.14. 

This indicates a significant quantity of additional phases in the surface region, which is 

highly undesirable in terms of optical and electronic applications of silicon. However, 

when the Micro-LAM process is optimized, phase pure materials can be made, as is 

evident in Figure 7.15 and 7.16 for sample A. In these figures, it can be seen that there is 

very little amorphous silicon, and no peaks for crystalline silicon phases aside from Si-I.   
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Figure 7.15: Raman spectra for sample A (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 10% laser power) 

taken with the 514 nm Raman laser. Only a small amount of amorphous phase is present.   

 

Figure 7.16: Raman spectra for sample A (feed rate of 2 μm/rev and 10% laser power) 

taken with the 633 nm Raman laser. Virtually no amorphous phase is present. 
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 To quantify the amounts of the additional phases as best as possible, an approach 

similar to that taken by Gogotsi, et al (1999) was taken, using the equation 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐼515−525

𝐼350−515+𝐼515−525
  (2) 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 is the relative phase purity, 𝐼350−515 is the total intensity of all peaks in the 

range of 350-515 cm-1, and 𝐼515−525 is the intensity of any peak in the range of 515-525 

cm-1, which is the Si-I peak, however, it is shifted.  Thus, if the sample only contains Si-I, 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙 would be 1, and if there is no Si-I peak present it would be 0.  The results of this 

analysis are plotted in Figure 7.17. 
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Figure 7.17: Relative phase amounts for the various machining conditions performed 

with Micro-LAM with the 514 nm and 633nm Raman lasers. Error bars represent 

standard error.  *The 514 nm Raman laser data for sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, 30% 

laser power) is not zero, but the peak due to Si-I was not present so it could not be used 

as a measure of relative phase purity. 

 

 As expected, in general there is a stronger Si-I peak in the scans obtained with the 

633 nm Raman laser when compared to the scans with the 514 nm Raman laser, because 

the longer wavelength penetrates deeper into the sample. The data shown does not 

include the 514 nm Raman laser scans for sample C, because the Si-I peak at 520 cm-1 

was not present. 
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 Overall, the Micro-LAM process resulted in surfaces with good phase purity, with 

the exception of sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, 30% laser power). The best phase 

purity was with sample A (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, 10% laser power). Even at the shallower 

depths probed with the 514 nm Raman laser, sample A exhibited phase purity comparable 

to the other samples phase purity for the 633 nm Raman laser. Sample C’s very low 

phase purity (0.1 for the 633 nm Raman laser) contrasts strongly with the other Micro-

LAM machined samples. The next lowest was sample D (feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev, 30% 

laser power), with a relative phase purity of 0.89 taken with the 514 nm Raman laser. 

 As with residual stress and crystal quality, it is valuable to examine the maps to 

see if there are “hot spots” where there are significantly higher amounts of additional 

phases when compared to the phase pure silicon. The lattice mismatch between phases 

could decrease performance under stress, so it is important to see the distribution of 

stresses left by the various machining conditions. 

 As can be seen in Figures 7.18-7.21, there are generally only small variations in 

the relative phase purity. All of the scans have ranges less than 0.07, except the 633 nm 

Raman laser scan of sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, 30% laser power) with a range of 

0.33, and the 514 nm Raman laser scan of sample D (feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev, 30% laser 

power) with a range of 0.10. It is notable that the maps have “bands” that are present for 

both the 514 nm Raman laser and 633 nm Raman laser. These are most likely formed 

during the machining process, and reflect the variations in pressure that occur under the 

point of contact for the diamond tip. 
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Figure 7.18: Phase purity maps of sample B (feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev, and 10% Laser 

power) taken with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 633nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on far right represents the relative phase purity.   

 

Figure 7.19: Phase purity maps of sample D (feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev, and 30% Laser 

power) taken with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 633nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on far right represents the relative phase purity.   
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Figure 7.20: Phase purity maps of sample A (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, and 10% Laser 

power) taken with the 514 nm Raman laser (left) and the 633nm Raman laser (right). The 

bar on far right represents the relative phase purity.   
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Figure 7.21: Phase purity map of sample C (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, and 30% Laser power) 

taken with the 633nm Raman laser. The bar on the right represents the relative phase 

purity.   

 

Conclusion 

 When the Micro-LAM process is applied to machining silicon with optimal 

settings the results are excellent with low stress, high relative crystallinity, and good 

phase purity. However, the incorrect settings can give entirely the opposite results with 

high stress, low relative crystallinity and phase purity. In this study, two different feed 

rates and two different laser powers were combined in four samples, and the results were 

examined. The different results in the samples correlate strongly with how much total 
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energy (mechanical and laser) is put into the sample. That is, sample C (feed rate of 2 

μm/rev, and 30% Laser power) with the highest machining rate and highest laser power 

gave the worst results in terms of residual stress, additional phases present, and relative 

crystallinity. The high rate of deformation and the laser power combine to give phase 

transformations that are not reversible without subsequent annealing.   

One of the advantages of Micro-LAM over traditional SPDT is that the laser gives 

the user another factor to “tweak”. For example, sample B (with a feed rate of 0.5 μm/rev 

and 10% laser power) has high residual stress, but when the laser power is increased for 

sample D the residual stress is reduced possible through in situ annealing. Similarly, the 

settings of sample C  (feed rate of 2 μm/rev, and 30% Laser power) yield poor results, but 

a lower laser power of 10% (sample A) gives lower residual stresses along with the most 

phase pure material of all the samples examined. 

Machining is a complex process, and it is difficult to predict how it will affect a 

material. The Micro-LAM method offers additional parameters that can be changed and 

optimized to achieve a desirable surface finish. The method combines the benefits of 

traditional SPDT and enables easier material removal and the elimination of microcracks 

and chipping, that are often evident in brittle material removal. The laser assistance 

thermally softens the material being machined and reduces the material’s apparent 

hardness. Varying the laser power allows for machining to be optimized. This added 

parameter allows for residual stress to be reduced and additional phases largely 

eliminated when machining silicon. In this study, optimal conditions were found where 

residual stresses are low (<150 MPa) with good relative crystallinity and high phase 
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purity. This combined with prior work highlighting the excellent surface finish that can 

be obtain indicate that the Micro-LAM process is invaluable for machining silicon.   
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Abstract 

Machining of hard, crystalline ceramics is time-consuming, expensive and vital in many 

industries, but getting good results is challenging because of the surface damage it can 

cause. For sapphire machining damage can be especially detrimental because it can 

create significant stresses in the surface and sub-surface regions. Worst case, the 

stresses are relieved by crack propagation, fracture, and chipping at the surface. 

Conventional machining with a single point diamond-turning machine was compared to 

the same method with a laser simultaneously focused through a diamond stylus. The 

laser makes ductile machining more favorable and provides in situ annealing of damage. 

Micro-Raman spectroscopy was used to quantify residual stresses and optical 

microscopy was used to identify cracking. A reduction in the residual stresses was 

achieved when using the laser. This is seen most dramatically at higher laser powers, 

where fracture, cracking and chipping can be alleviated. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 Machining of ceramic and single crystal materials is a difficult, but necessary, 

step in the processing of materials for a variety of applications including optics [1], 

electronics [2], and MEMs [3]. The as-synthesized parts almost never fall within 

engineering dimensional requirements, and/or do not have the necessary surface finish, 

so machining is virtually always necessary. Yet this machining is also one of the primary 

sources of damage to the material during production [4]. This damage can lead to 

inferior material performance, as well as early failure.  Furthermore, this essential 

machining step in the processing can account for 60-90% of the final cost of the product 

[5]. These difficulties with traditional machining have led researchers to seek alternative 

machining methods.  

 One machining technique that has been developed to reduce machining times 

and surface damage is Micro-Laser Assisted Machining, or Micro-LAM (Micro-LAM, Inc., 

Kalamazoo, MI). This process is based on Single Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) and aims 

to cause a high-pressure phase transformation at an elevated pressure in material under 

the point of contact. These conditions allow plastic yielding and ductile removal of the 

material during machining [6] without the damage associated with traditional 

machining, such as chipping or microcracking [7]. 
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of the Micro-LAM process adapted from [8]. A diamond stylus is 

dragged across the material, creating a ductile phase through a high-pressure 

transformation. During this, a laser shines through the stylus, thermally softening the 

material.   

 

 The Micro-LAM process adds laser assistance to machining. A diamond stylus is 

embedded in an epoxy and connected to a laser via optical fibers [8]. The laser’s light is 

guided through the fiber, then through the stylus and focused onto a sample. The laser 

provides thermal softening of the material, making the brittle-to-ductile transition more 

favorable by reducing the material’s brittle nature and creating a more ductile response 

[9]. This thermal softening has been shown to lower the hardness of the material by as 
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much as 50% [10], allowing for better machining than similar diamond turning processes 

without the laser. The localized heating may also help to alleviate damage by providing 

in situ annealing during the machining process. 

 Sapphire is a material that is notoriously difficult to machine, and where the 

Micro-LAM process could prove particularly useful. Sapphire has high strength and 

hardness at 9 Mohs, and good wear resistance [11], which combined with its optical 

clarity make it an excellent material for windows and domes [12], as well as for lenses 

[13] and LEDs. Sapphire’s exceptional physical properties mean it can perform in 

environments that many traditional transparent materials cannot [13]. Unfortunately, 

the physical properties that make it exceptional also make it a difficult and time-

consuming material to machine. Due to its ability to reduce a material’s hardness during 

the machining process, the Micro-LAM approach avoids many of the pitfalls of 

traditional machining, and offers a potential route to efficient machining of sapphire.   

 While there has been extensive work published on using the Micro-LAM method 

for machining silicon [14-16] and silicon carbide [9, 10, 17], as well some work on soda-

lime glass [18] and quartz [19], only one preliminary study has been published on Micro-

LAM of sapphire [20]. The study found that Micro-LAM machining of sapphire was 

possible, and that the addition of a laser to the SPDT process allowed for deeper cuts to 

be made on the material while preserving the cutting tool tip. 

 In the current study, Raman spectroscopy was used to examine residual stress in 

sapphire that has been subjected to both conventional SPDT and using the Micro-LAM 
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technique. Raman is a vibrational spectroscopy technique that looks at lattice 

vibrational modes. These modes originate from the oscillation of atoms and molecules 

in the crystal lattice. When a material is stressed, the spacing between atoms and 

molecules is modified (strained), which in turn changes the frequency or energy of the 

vibrational modes. This gives shifts in the peak positions of the Raman spectra of the 

material. The relationship between Raman peak position and stress is well known for a 

variety of materials [21]. With small strains, the relationship is typically linear, and the 

stress in the material is directly proportional to the Raman frequency shift from the 

unstressed state. 

 

2.  Experimental method 

Samples were machined with a modified universal micro-Tribometer, seen in 

Figure 8.2. The machine is adapted to accommodate the Micro-LAM system. An infra-

red laser was attached to the diamond turning tool with a 10 μm fiber optical cable. The 

tool has two parts; a ferrule and a diamond tip with a 5μm radius, connected/coupled 

with an UV curable epoxy to the fiber and, hence, the laser. The diamond, fiber, and 

epoxy are all transparent to light of the laser’s wavelength.   
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Figure 8.2: The Micro-LAM setup.   

 Three kinds of cuts were made with the Micro-LAM method on polished 

sapphire, with low, medium, and high laser assistance. The “low” cuts were made with a 

normal thrust force of 10, 20, and 50mN, and as a control all had corresponding cuts 

made without laser assistance. The laser used with these cuts was a 1480nm laser with 

the maximum power of 400mW used. The cuts made with “medium” and “high” laser 

assistance were done at a different load, and also have corresponding cut made without 

laser assistance.  The “medium” laser was a 976nm laser with the maximum power of 

10W used, while the “high” laser was a 1070nm laser with a maximum power of 100W 

with 20-30% of the power used.   
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 All samples were then examined with a Renishaw InViaTM Raman spectrometer. 

Two different lasers of 514 nm and 633 nm wavelength were used during the Raman 

studies, and each of these was used with the Raman system set for either “high” or 

“regular” confocality. Thus, four different Raman laser settings were used. In terms of 

penetration into the sample the approximate depth of field [22] for each of the settings 

ranged from the 514 nm wavelength laser in confocal setting with the shallowest (≈ 1.3 

μm), to 633 nm confocal (≈ 1.6 μm), to 514 nm regular (≈ 1.8 μm), to 633 nm regular, 

which had the deepest (≈ 2.3 μm). The samples were mapped on each setting to look at 

variations in stress across the machined area. The maps were along the center of the cut 

for the “high” and “medium” cuts, and both along the center of the cut and in the 

surrounding area for the smaller cuts, due to their narrow size.  

 The Raman spectra obtained from the analysis were fitted with the Wire 3.4TM 

software from Renishaw. From this fitting, the peak shift from the unstressed peak was 

found, and the stress calculated using (1) from [23].   

v = 0.0022 σ + vo (1) 

Where v is the peak position, vo is the unstressed peak position (found from another 

area on the sample far from the Micro-LAM cuts), and σ is the stress in MPa. 
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3.  Results and discussion 

 The sapphire sample machined with the lowest laser power had machining cuts 

that were approximately 2 μm wide. Raman shift, and thus stress, was mapped in and 

across the cuts using the Renishaw inviaTM mapping capability. The Raman system’s 

optical microscope has a lateral resolution of 1-2 μm and sample translation stage 

motors have a similar positioning limit so a large area must be examined to ensure the 

cut and surrounding stressed region are mapped, see Figure 8.3.   

 

Figure 8.3: A stress map of sapphire machined with the Micro-LAM technique with a 20 

mN thrust/applied force and low powered laser assistance. This map was taken with the 

633nm laser in the confocal setting. Stresses are in MPa.   
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 As Figure 8.3 shows, there is an area of compressive stress (negative values) 

inside and along the cut. This region is approximately 2-3 μm wide with a fairly uniform 

stress.  Moving away from the cut, the stress changes sharply from compressive to 

tensile. This occurs over a narrow distance of 1-2 μm with the highest tensile stress 

occurring around 5 μm from the cut’s center. The narrowness of the transition from 

compressive to tensile is at the limit of the system’s resolution so it is possible that it is 

even sharper than it appears in Figure 8.3. The compressive region within the cut is due 

to the normal thrust force and the lateral cutting force resulting from the machining 

process, consequently the compression is expected to be present with or without the 

addition the Micro-LAM laser.  Outside the cut the stress tends to be tensile, due to the 

flexing of the surface outside the contact region. This is well-known in the field of 

contact mechanics [24], there can also be extrusion (pushing up) of material outside the 

area of contact that can create tensile regions at the surface.   

 The magnitude of the compressive stress is a key area of assessment in how 

much damage a cut is causing. Given the maps of stress around the cuts and the wide 

range of stresses observed, a consistent method for assessing the magnitude of the 

compressive stress is needed. To find the average residual stress of an individual cut, the 

map was divided into a series of horizontal line scans, and the highest stress for each 

line averaged to give a mean magnitude for the compressive stress.   
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Figure 8.4: Average residual compressive stress values for samples machined with the 

low laser. Error bars are calculated from propagation of error of the equation used to 

find residual stress. 

  

As shown in Figure 8.4, in many cases there is little difference between the 

magnitude of the compressive stresses in the cut made with and without laser 

assistance if the laser is used at low power. This is not surprising, as sapphire has a high 

transmittance (around 85%) for the wavelength of the laser used to assist in the 

machining [13]. Consequently, the laser should have minimal impact at low power 

because the absorption of photons is essential for the localized heating required to 
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thermally soften the sapphire. The extent of the heating depends on both the optical 

absorption and the thermal conductivity; both of which for sapphire depend on the local 

temperature and hydrostatic pressure. At many different temperatures and 

wavelengths the optical absorption coefficient of sapphire has been found to increase 

with temperature [13]. In contrast, the thermal conductivity of sapphire decreases with 

temperature [25]. This suggests that an increase in temperature at the point of contact 

can lead to a positive feedback mechanism where the temperature increase raises 

absorption while reducing thermal conduction of heat away from the point of contact. 

There is the additional impact of high pressures and phase transformations occurring 

during the machining process [26, 27] which can increase absorption at the laser’s 

wavelength. 

 With regard to the thrust force, there is little difference between the 10mN and 

20mN sample, as both have approximately the same average residual stresses. 

However, there is a marked increase in the residual stress for the sample machined with 

50mN force. This is seen most significantly for the Raman settings with the shallowest 

penetration (514 nm confocal), suggesting that the higher cutting force generates 

greater stress close to the surface. This clearly shows that the force used to machine the 

sapphire has a significant impact on the magnitude of the resulting stresses and surface 

damage. For low laser powers, the load is likely to be the major factor in determining 

the extent of the residual stresses.  

 From the magnitude of the stresses at different Raman penetrations the 

conditions that give least residual stress is a 20 mN thrust force when using a low power 
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laser during the Micro-LAM process. With these settings the stress is compressive in the 

range of 20-70 MPa. For a hard ceramic material such as sapphire these low residual 

stresses after machining are very good. This is a very encouraging sign that the micro-

LAM process can give significant improvements when machining sapphire. 

 Micro-Raman evaluation was also performed on damaged regions caused by 

repeated cuts, which give a larger machined area. During this part of the study higher 

laser powers were also used. Examples of these larger machined regions are shown by 

the optical micrographs of 5. Note that larger machined regions with low laser power 

were not investigated due to the tendency for cracking and chipping to occur. This is 

also seen when no laser is used (Figure 8.5, left). 

 

Figure 8.5: Optical micrograph of Micro-LAM cuts on sapphire with no laser assistance 

(left) and with medium laser assistance (right) at 1000X magnification.    

The optical microscope images (Figure 8.5) of the cuts with and without laser 

assistance show a dramatic difference in the quality of the two machined surfaces. The 

cut without laser assistance (seen on the left in Figure 8.5 and in Figure 8.6) shows 
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significant cracking and chipping all over the machined region. For any real application 

of machined sapphire (the field of optics, for instance) this would be unacceptable. The 

surface damage in this case was so bad that the cracked sapphire surface may act as the 

starting site for failures, due to fracture that lead to the total loss of structural integrity. 

Machining with laser assistance, however, alleviates all optical evidence of cracking and 

chipping, giving a much better surface finish without potential failure sites, as seen in 

Figure 8.5. 

 

Figure 8.6: Optical microscope image of sapphire machined with the Micro-LAM 

technique with no laser assistance, and the corresponding stress map taken with the 

514nm confocal laser. Stresses are in MPa.   
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 Examining the residual stresses at the surface of machined samples with and 

without laser assistance highlights the dramatic differences been the two finishes. 

Figure 8.6 shows the cut performed with no laser assistance, as well as its corresponding 

stress map from the 514nm confocal laser. The most obvious effect of the machining is 

the large peak stresses, both tensile and compressive, and the large heterogeneity of 

the stresses. The range in residual stresses is very large over the region, ranging from 

145 MPa to -216 MPa. There is a strong correlation between the pattern of the stresses 

and the chips and cracks in the surface. For example, the areas of high tensile stress 

(seen in blues and purples) correlate with prominent chips in the material, suggesting 

that compressive stresses are relieved by the chipping, but at the expense of generating 

tensile stresses. Elsewhere there are large, but variable compressive stress, shown in 

shades of red. 

 To gain greater insight into the damage caused without the laser when 

compared to that when the laser is used, the magnitude of the stresses for each case 

can be examined. The average residual stresses over the machined area for the two 

cases are shown in Figure 8.7. It should be noted that though these larger machined 

areas are much wider than those of Figure 8.3, the same method for finding the 

magnitude of the average residual stress was used. It was seen that there are larger 

compressive stresses with laser assistance for the Raman setting of 514 nm confocal 

(shallowest) and 633 nm regular (deepest). For the other Raman settings the stresses 

were in general lower, with a noticeable tensile stress for the no laser 633 nm confocal. 
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 It is important to note that the sample machined without laser assistance has a 

lower or tensile residual stress at some depths because of the cracking and chipping.  

These cracks provide stress relief, at the cost of material performance. Indeed, for a 

sample as hard as sapphire to achieve, as the laser-assisted process did, the relatively 

low stresses and excellent surface finish is very impressive. Furthermore, as the stresses 

obtained with the laser are small and compressive, they will likely provide a toughening 

mechanism for the material, which is desirable. It is not easy to machine a material as 

hard as sapphire, and to do so with these kinds of results is highly desirable. 
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Figure 8.7: Average residual stress for cutting performed with high and medium laser 

powers, as well as without laser assistance (which results in cracking). Error bars are 

calculated from propagation of error of the equation used to find residual stress. 

 

4.  Conclusion 

In this study it was shown that the Micro-LAM process can be successfully used in 

machining a hard, transparent material like sapphire. The apparent transparency of sapphire for 

the laser wavelength used is intriguing since it would imply the laser should have little impact on 

the machining process. However, during the laser assisted machining several different factors 

can affect the optical absorption and the local increase in temperature at the point of contact. 

Effectively a small increase in temperature can be magnified by decreasing thermal conductivity 
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and increasing optical absorption for sapphire as it is heated. In addition, the mechanical 

process of machining can change the alumina phase present and, hence, increase its absorption. 

The net effect is that laser assistance can have a significant impact on the machining if the 

laser’s power is sufficient to cause even minimal local heating. 

Without the laser assistance of the Micro-LAM process, machining sapphire has been 

shown to be a very damaging, and results in large compressive stresses developing, which if 

present in a finished material could lead to early failure. These high stresses are often relieved 

by severe surface damage in the form of chipping and cracks. When laser-assisted machining is 

used a largely damage free surface (no chipping or cracking) is obtained. Because the presence 

of chipping and cracks relieves compressive residual stresses it is actually found that the average 

compressive stress is slightly higher when the laser is used, but leaving a damage free surface. 

For an optical material such as sapphire, an excellent surface finish is highly desirable, and a 

reasonable tradeoff for a small amount of extra residual stress, which may actually be 

advantageous as it can help to toughen the material. Additionally, the Micro-LAM method 

allows for faster and more cost effective machining of sapphire. 
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9. Broader Implications and Future Work 

 This study was an in depth examination of two materials, silicon and sapphire, 

and how they reacted to the Micro-LAM process.  Valuable information on the residual 

stresses, additional phases, and changes in crystallinity that are generated by the Micro-

LAM process was gained.  However, this is only for two materials.  Here, we seek to 

provide guidance based on our work as to selecting other materials that could potentially 

benefit from the Micro-LAM process.   

 While the laser assistance imparted by the Micro-LAM process has many 

benefits, perhaps the most well documented and understood is the reduction in hardness it 

allows.  This reduction in hardness has been shown to be as much as 50% [17].  

Fundamentally, based on equation 2.7, this reduction in hardness allows for ductile 

machining with greater depths of cut for the material in question, which in turn allows for 

faster and less damaging machining.  It can be hard to machine at very low depths with 

control and efficiency; increasing the critical depth for ductile machining of the material 

helps to solve this problem.   

 In our study, this benefit was seen in sapphire.  The high, medium, and no laser 

cuts were performed with the same machining conditions, just different laser powers and 

slightly different wavelengths.  While the high and medium power cuts displayed what 

appears to be ductile behavior and a good surface finish, the cut without laser assistance 

showed brittle behavior and had an unacceptable surface finish.  Laser assistance is not 

always necessary for ductile machining of sapphire, but here it was because the 

machining conditions requires an increased critical depth.  Hardness is a key factor in 

determining how the material will be behave, but it is not the only material property 
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governing the critical depth as elastic modulus and fracture toughness also play a role as 

given in equation 2.7.  Materials with high hardness, like sapphire, can be difficult to 

machine with traditional techniques as seen in this study when no laser or low laser 

power is used.  The Micro-LAM method provides a potential solution since it enables 

ductile machining which is both faster and less damaging, and as such the Micro-LAM 

method is a good candidate for machining other materials of high hardness.   

 It is well known that silicon undergoes a complex series of phase transformations 

when loaded and unloaded under the pressures produces by machining.  The secondary 

phases formed can be detrimental to the material’s electrical, optical, and mechanical 

properties, and are a nuisance when machining silicon.  In this study, it was found that 

these secondary phases can be annealed out during machining by the Micro-LAM method 

leaving a phase pure and low stress surface.  This makes Micro-LAM an ideal candidate 

for machining of silicon and potentially other semiconductors that can undergo phase 

transformations.  Germanium has two phase pathways available to it during loading and 

unloading, and can be left with secondary phases that are undesirable [50].  Similarly, 

this behavior can be seen in compound semiconductors, such as GeTe [51].  The different 

phases formed can make semiconductors difficult to machine, thus they are excellent 

candidates for machining with the Micro-LAM method due to its ability to anneal out 

secondary phases.   

 In his previous work Ravindra [52] examined numerous material classes, single 

crystal, amorphous, as well as polycrystalline, to see if material properties could be used 

to predict what would react well with the Micro-LAM process.  He found that most 

correlations were weak, but there was one that was strong.  It was found that the 
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brittleness index of a material correlates inversely with the critical depth for cutting of the 

material without laser assistance.  The brittleness index is found by dividing hardness by 

fracture toughness, hence Ravindra’s observations are consistent with equation 2.7. This 

clearly shows how laser assistance can improve the critical depth during machining by 

modifying the ratio of hardness and fracture toughness (note that the inverse of this ratio 

is squared in equation 2.7).   

 This kind of approach to predicting changes in the critical depth during machining 

is a good way of predicting if the Micro-LAM technique would work well with a new 

material.  Only a limited number of materials have been tested with the method, but 

enough have been examined that similarities between candidate materials and a material 

that has been machined using the method can be found.  From these similarities, 

preliminary predictions can be drawn about the techniques potential effectiveness on new 

materials.   This study highlighted two large areas of materials that the Micro-LAM 

technique would be useful for, those with high hardness, and those with undesired phase 

transformations that can occur during machining.   

 From there, it would be wise to perform laser assisted indentations similar to 

Ravindra [52] to see if the hardness of the material is being reduced by the laser.  

Selecting the proper laser can be done through a literature search of high pressure phase 

properties, or by experimenting with a diamond anvil cell.  If the laser being absorbed 

leads to a reduction in hardness then the Micro-LAM technique is likely to be a good 

alternative method to regular ductile mode machining or traditional machining.  From 

there, scratch tests, as seen in Chapter 5, can be used as a good way to look at how the 

material will react to various Micro-LAM parameters.  These scratch tests allow a large 
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amount of parameters to be tested while using only a small amount of material.  From 

there preferential machining conditions can be identified and the sample can be tested on 

an ultraprecision setup, as seen in Chapter 7.   

 The current study showed the effectiveness of Micro-LAM for machining silicon 

and sapphire with low stresses, high phase purity, and good crystallinity.  However, the 

conclusions taken from this study can be applied to other materials to judge when the 

Micro-LAM process can be used to improve the results of surface machining.  This will 

ultimately lead to better ceramic and semiconductor surfaces for technical and structural 

applications across the entire field of materials engineering.  

 While this work accomplished many of its goals, there is more work that can be 

done to understand it further.   

 An obvious step is to perform the same tests, but with more surface specificity.  

While the 514 and 633 nm lasers allow the user to look close to the sample surface, a 

shorter wavelength laser would allow even more surface specificity by penetrating less 

into the sample surface.  While it is less conventional, Surface Enhanced Raman 

Spectroscopy, or SERS, could also be used to gain more surface specificity.  As SERS 

uses localized surface plasmon resonance to amplify the signal of material near the 

nanoparticles, it is possible that it could decrease drastically the depth of scanning. This 

reduction in the depth the Raman is sensing would allow for a more complete picture of 

how machining affects a material, so it is worth pursuing. 

 This study looked only at two materials, silicon and sapphire, and, while there is 

literature on other materials that have undergone the Micro-LAM process, none of it 
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deals as much as this with residual stresses, phase purity, and relative crystallinity.  Using 

this approach to look at more materials that had undergone the Micro-LAM process 

would be valuable.  Besides, the results between materials could be compared to see how 

various material properties affect the machining process.  The two materials looked at 

here do not allow for a large enough sample size, but a comparison of basic material 

properties such as hardness, strength, and Young’s modulus with the results of machining 

would allow for a greater understanding of how the Micro-LAM process works, and 

could assist in the machining of new materials.  

 This study found the “sweet spots” of machining conditions that provide the best 

results.  .  Using the results from this study as a baseline, machining conditions similar to 

the best ones discovered here should be investigated to determine if these conditions 

actually are the best.   Slightly changing one condition at a time near these “sweet spots” 

most likely would further refine each one, and better conditions would  be discovered.  

The results of these new machining conditions would need to be tested rigorously for 

residual stress, additional phases generated, changes in relative crystallinity.   

 This tuning of the machining conditions would lead to perhaps the most important 

advancement, -correlating the stress, additional phases, and changes in crystallinity that 

result from the machining with the material performance.  Unfortunately this is an area 

that has been neglected in traditional machining, and has not been covered at all with the 

Micro-LAM technique.  While understanding how machining parameters affect material 

properties is very important, taking it to the next level and discovering how these 

parameters, and the properties they lead to, affect the performance of the material is 
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possibly more so.  Materials are machined so they can be used, and a greater 

understanding of machining’s effect on that performance is necessary.   

 Materials machined by the Micro-LAM process should be tested to see how they 

perform.  Numerous characteristics could be tested, such as strength, toughness, and 

electrical and optical properties.  From there, these properties should be correlated with 

the residual stress, additional phases, and changes in crystallinity present in the samples 

to discover how machining’s effects impact material performance.   
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10. Conclusions 

 

 In this study the Micro-LAM machining process was examined for machining 

silicon and sapphire.  The process was examined with micro-Raman spectroscopy to look 

at residual stress, relative phase purity, and relative crystallinity of the samples.   

 There were three main thrusts of the study of Micro-LAM: silicon machined with 

a load-controlled device, silicon machined with a high precision device, and sapphire.  

While the results were not always the same, there were some features that were consistent 

through all of the samples.   

 The first, and perhaps most important, is that the Micro-LAM process is an 

improvement over traditional SPDT.  With the sapphire sample, the addition of laser 

assistance gave slightly larger stress, but gave a far superior sample surface.  Without the 

laser assistance, the sample surface was chipped and cracked, and would be unacceptable 

for almost all of sapphire’s applications.  For the load-controlled silicon samples, parts 

machined without laser assistance almost universally gave large residual stresses, low 

phase purity, and low relative crystallinity.  The laser assistance in the Micro-LAM 

process has several benefits.  The first is thermal softening, allowing for a reduction in 

the apparent hardness and thus less stress on the piece being machined.  Furthermore, the 

laser anneals the material as it passes over it, allowing for a reduction in residual stress as 

well as giving the energy needed for additional phases to change back into the original 

phase.   

 It is also clear that there is a “sweet spot” of machining parameters for Micro-

LAM to be as effective as possible.  In the scratched silicon samples, “burning” is visible 
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when the laser is too high, and there are large stresses associated with it.  For the high 

precision silicon samples, when the laser was too high, almost no Si-I was present 

anymore, as well as low relative crystallinity and phase purity.  Though the load-

controlled silicon samples had the best results with high laser assistance, some high laser 

samples produced poor results.  Conversely, often if the laser assistance was not high 

enough that was also a problem.  This was seen in all the sample types, but especially 

sapphire where at low laser power there was almost no difference between the samples 

machined with and without laser assistance.   

 The final thread running through all the sample types is that Micro-LAM can 

produce excellent results when it is properly done.  Many samples had residual stress 

values around 100 MPa, usually compressive, and featured high phase purity and relative 

crystallinity.  Material properties like this, with the excellent surface finishes and time 

saving that Micro-LAM allows for, are extremely valuable.   

 Traditional machining is a chaotic and difficult to understand endeavor, and on a 

mechanistic level is still often poorly understood.  Furthermore, there are often limited 

inputs that can be controlled.  Perhaps the most valuable characteristic of Micro-LAM is 

that there are several inputs, including laser power, feed rate, and depth of cut, which can 

be controlled by the user to affect the outcome of the machining.  Micro-LAM has many 

more inputs that can be tuned by the user than traditional machining has, and with the 

addition of laser assistance it also has more than traditional SPDT.   

 This study found that Micro-LAM is an excellent machining technique.  It is a 

viable alternative to many traditional machining techniques for ceramics, 

semiconductors, and single crystals that often are extremely damaging processes.  As the 
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understanding of the Micro-LAM process continues to improve, its value to industry will 

continue to improve as well.   
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